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Very few societies are permitte(i the disconcert-
ing luxury of introspection. Western capitalism has 
been the exception. Here, the philosopher's search 
for the 'good life' has been replaced by the sociolo-
gist's quest for the 'good society*. Indeed, sociology 
is capitalism's distinctive art form. The first great 
survey was Marx's *Das Capital'. We have since 
"progressed" from an Acquisitive Society to an 
Affluent one. While most social researchers have 
generalised from examinations of particular commu-
nities, few have attempted to reverse the process and 
use the conclusion of previous research as the anal-
ytic tools for surveys of society's in-groups. Let us 
examine our own in-group, the University, for signs 
of the Affluence, Acquisitiveness, Insanity and Stag-
nation found in the West? 
Affluence: This is the contradiction of private 
squander and public squalor. Gold-plated toilet 
chains is its final goal; inadequate public services its 
cost. What do we find at St. Lucia? Expensive sand-
stone buildings, a Great Hall and plush common 
rooms, side by side with the worst stacked Univers-
ity Library in Australia, the Avalon Theatre and 
overcrowded lecture rooms. 
Acouisitiveness: This is the domination (so-
called) of the consumer. Here the paradox is that 
evervbodv wants to consume but nobody wants to 
nroduce. Look at student societies. Most of them are 
managed by an overlapping elite of activists. Wide-
spread student participation is simply non-existent. 
Insanity: This is the theory that holds that "san-
ity" is not to be enuated with adjustment to one's 
surroundings but with a positive and personal atti-
tude. If an outwardly educated man consistently and 
exclusively prefers pop-music to the classics, adult 
westerns to good theatre and cans it all by denounc-
ing his peers as "intellectual snobs" for not sharing 
his liking for mass culture, doubts can be exnressed 
as to the balanced growth of his nersonality. But 
look around you. Count the emptv seats at the Avalon 
for everythiner except Scoop: note the record titles in 
the Union collection and in the Bookshop. Assertions 
of the normalcy of such behaviour place the diag-
nosis beyond any doubt. 
Stagnation: This is the complete and filial expres-
sion of the three previously mentioned diseases. To 
prove how stagnant we are even our 'dissenters* 
point to past glories and wish for their return—a 
sure sign of stagnation, in itself. Union elections go 
uncontested. .We trust our leaders for we have lost 
faith in ourselves. 
Apathy is stagnation's maiden name. 
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The State 
Elections 
A Diminishing Electorate 
ROBIN HOWELLS WRITES: For those seeking sig-
nificant trends in voting, the 1963 Queensland State Elections 
were singularly devoid of interest. The only major change 
from 1960 was in thc Q.L.P. vote which fell from 12 to 7 
per cent, despite a larger number of candidates (61 as 
against 57). All but twelve lost their deposits. There were 
exceptions even here. While the Q.L.P. leader, Mr. HiUon, 
lost his seat, Mr. Diplock had a convincing victory in 
Aubigny, increasing his 1960 majority. 
The A.L.P. made ground in a number of city and country 
electorates, but lost out in several of their most likely pros-
pects, such as Kurilpa, East Toowoomba and Ithaca. 
The A.L.P. was understandably disappointed at gaining only 
two seats when they were trying to unseat a government 
whose greatest achievement is the highest rate of unemploy-
liient in the Commonwealth. Either they failed to make the 
most of their case, or the "swinging voter" was convinced 
by the time-honoured smear about Comm.-Trades Hall-
Q.C.E. domination of the Parliamentary Party. 
Final figures showed that the difference between votes cast 
for the A.L.P. and for the L.C.P. was less than 1 %. A regular 
redistribution of electoral boundaries is one of the most 
satisfying features of democracy, from the point of view of 
the party in power. A comparison of country and city 
electorates in Queensland shows that Mr. Nicklin's twenty-
ftve years in opposition taught him something. Even so the 
Queensland L.C.P. with'1 % more primary votes, but twenty 
more seats than the A.L.P., are dilatantes at gerrymandering 
compared with the Playford Government in South Australia. 
Figures for that state gave the A.L.P, 56% of the vote and 
L.C.P. 36%, yet they won exactly the same number of seats. 
, , » . - . ' • • • • . ' 
TChe Nicklin-Mpcris-cum-Munro government showed 
itself to be incompetent in dealing with unemployment, 
dishonest in thcMoura Coal field dispute and inept in 
ijegotiating.for royalties, Y.et it was easily returned to power. 
It did not even need the Q.L.P. preferences that it had 
carefuUy laid ty—though it must have been grateful to" the 
Q.L.P. for its rcd-haiting. As more people migrate south, 
the Liberal Party can expect to govern Queensland for many 
^ears to come;'' ' ' 
Greece 
^Tte Unconstitutional Monarch 
.A CORRESPONDENT- WRITES: A traveller in Greece 
will be struck, by the great contrast between the beauty of the 
"country and the abject misery of the people. Greece today is 
a'predomirtahtly agricultural country with the majority of 
the people backward peasants who continue to till their 
feudal strip holdings. Covering this economic picture of the 
country, is a thin facade of outward prosperity as seen in 
any of the major Greek cities. Athens, still regarded by many 
• as "the Sweetheart of the world",' epitomizes the urban 
situation in Greece.-Here live a well to da core of bourgeois 
capitalists, usually very rich, enjoying the conveniences of 
'electricity, gas', etc., and the luxury of the latest American 
,limousines whilo the bulk of the-people till the land in their 
outdated,manner, This minority of the weU-to.-do is the 
main support of the ineflBcient, corrupt regime of the 
., Monarchists and the mam tool- of implementation for the 
.influence, and .sometimes, direct Jnterference of foreign 
pONVers, especially the U.S.AM in purely local affairs. 
•' 'ficofioraically, Greece is poor and backward. She possesses 
.none of ,the vital minerals required to undergo fully an 
'.'Industrial Revolution". Her economy is mainly based on 
agriculture and other primary products. Yields are generally 
. lov^ on the average and subsistence icrops are mostly tilled, 
but in the North especially, cash crops are grown on a large 
scale. Remnants of the Feudal System may still be seen in 
the islands, for there the old strip farming methods are still 
in practice. The majority of the peasants are exploited by 
the wealthy capitalists of the cities "and'the Government 
generally takes the "cream of the ^ ropV for export, leavmg 
'the lower quality crops for local consumption. This is 
' especially noticeable in the tobacco industry. 
" Many villages are Still heavily indebt totheGoverrunent for 
<.theuse"of its machinery dutingthe sowing and harvesting 
, times. These machines are supplied by the Government at 
• exorbitant prices. So backward arid poor are the peasants 
of the villages that most of their huts do not eVen have 
a toilet of any description. So poor are these peasants that 
wages are usually paid in kind an'd ra'any depend on the 
support of grants from overseas relatives and friends for 
fluid capital. So limited are the prospects fot advancement 
or even employment of the country's youth that many 
turn towards migration as their saviour. So high has been 
the emigration rate from these backward areas that the 
population is stationary and in some cases, slowly declining. 
The fact that it is mamly the young people that are emi-
grating is gradually turning Greece into an old people's 
home. 
Religion plays an important part in the life of the ordinary 
people. The peasants are in the main ignorant a.id super-
titious, slavishly devoted to the Orthodox Church m much 
the same way as the Russian peasants were to their church 
prior to the 1917 Revolution. In every Greek village there is 
a priest, but usually no medical practitioner; a church, but 
no dispensary. The priest is highly regarded by his hand-
kissing parishioners who tend to follow him faithfi'Hy a"^ 
without question. During the various holy period? o' ^^^ 
year the whole of village life revolves around his ^ejjo"-
The Orthodox Church is supreme and dissident religij^ 
not very favourably looked upon. 
The political situation in Greece today, although^ 
sibly a democracy after the fashion of the West, is. 
Fascist in structure and practice with a foreign mo* 
at the top. No real opposition to the Government is to'J 
and most Greeks secretly despise and criticize while 0 
they fear and are subservient to it. The Governml 
highly corrupt, inefficient and interspersed with nepoT 
in fact it depends largely on financial and if necesss 
material aid from foreign powers, especially the I 
Greece "enjoys" a multi-party system of politics, after 
French style and Greek political life has a tradition or 
instability. To top all this is the Greek Monarchy (one of the 
last bastions of its kind in Europe) which is disliked and even 
hated by most Greeks. The Monarchy is not of true Hellenic 
tradition; this adds to their dislike by the Greeks. The peopl'-
are opposed to their great wealth and the luxury they enjo 
from the taxes and disguised "gifts" imposed on the people, 
The great wealth of the Greek monarchy is held by overseas 
banks and investments and not kept in the country which 
it is slowly bleeding white. At the slightest sign of trouble 
the Monarchy and the top officials have a habit of quitting 
. the country, taking with them the fortunes that they have, 
amassed while in power, in mucli the same way as South] 
American dictators. 
Much of the present day political trouble in Greec^ 
its roots in the Civil War of 1946-49. After the conclusicq 
World War II many of the Greeks did not want tiie r^  
tion of the Monarchy. During and after the War G5 
suffered appalling economic and social chaos. In the^ 
stages of the war the Monarchy deserted Greece ar 
to. the Middle East. Discontent against the Monarc 
rife aind many Greek patriots and nationalists (mc 
war-time guerillas) rose in opposition to its rest<; 
which they viewed as a cover for overseas intervet 
Greek affairs. Unfortunately an ominous tinge was 
this purely Nationalist revolt because of its leader 
members of the K.K.E. party or Communists. At 
Nationalists were highly successful but the withdraw 
aid from the Communist satellites to the North (on 
orders) and the direct intervention of Great Britain j ^ 
U.S.A. on behalf of the Monarchists, slowly turned the 
against the patriots. The Monarchy at this time only des! 
to regain the throne and therefore committed the unpatriotSI 
act of relying for its restoration by foreign arms (to many 
it will always be remembered that the Greek Monarchy 
returned to Greece in the "baggage of the allies"). So for-
midable was the resistance df the Nationalists, however, 
that the Monarchist Government agreed to grant a general 
amnesty to all "rebels" if they would surrender their arms. 
The Greeks wishing to end this devastatmg CivU War in 
• order to return to their homes and families, did so, but the 
Government did not fulfill its promises and proceeded to 
round up the "rebel" leaders and ali potential opponents. 
Th^e political prisoners were sent to the island political 
prison camps where the majority of them (i.e., if they are 
still alive) remain today. These Fascist methods of Govern-
ment oppression and the lack of political freedom, the reluc-
tance of the Monarchy to pardon its political opponents and 
allow some form of free political discussion, its failure to 
enforce its liberal constitution and lift many of the re-
maining despotic implementations "allowed" during the 
political upheavals following the war, and its failure to 
renounce its supposed foreign support, are the irritating 
thorns in the sides of the Greek people today. 
Greeks are fearful to discuss any type of dissident political 
afiairs even in the company of friends for fear of being 
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revealed as an enemy of the State and bemg punished for 
this great crime by detention in one of the many political 
prison camps. The Governmental system extends to every 
aspect of Greek life and the various Government "philikas" 
(protectors) are to be found in every village or commune. 
Voting in Greece is often a farce, since anyone who is 
"liberal" with money is assured of winning. So undemocratic 
is Greece today that the Greeks have developed an admira-
tion, if not a childish awe, for such "institutions" as Hyde 
Park where political discussions are freely conducted with-
out fear of intmiidation or arrest for unfortunately nothing 
similar exists in the Monarchist democracy of Greece. 
The Bomb 
It Really Doesn't Count 
It is eighteen years to the day since the first atomic bomb 
was dropped. Within the last fortnight an agreement has 
been signed by three of the nuclear powers tq^ban certain 
types of nuclear weapons testing under well-defined condi-
tions. This move has been hailed as a major break-throiigh 
in the cold war. In one respect it is. For the first time the 
U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. have formally agreed to take a step 
backwards from nuclear war. But it is a very small step. Not 
all tests have been banned. Underground tests are still 
permitted even though the scientists have agreed on a fool-
proof method for detecting them. It is a purely political 
obstacle which prevents agreement being reached in this 
area as well. Not all nuclear powers are signatories. France 
is once more playing a lone hand. When the unofficial test 
ban was broken by the Soviet Union in 1961 it was the 
continued French testing that was used as an excuse. Such 
an escape cannot be permitted to break this new treaty. 
Then there is the withdrawal clause that enables any sig-
natory to withdraw after giving three months' notice if 
that nation considers her vital interests to be jeopardised 
by her failure to test nuclear weapons. Forty-two years of 
fear and mistrust are not demolished by one treaty. What 
the treaty does is to give both sides^the opportunity oj 
finding out whether the other is trustworthy. If they do find 
that "the other side" is prepared to keep its word on this 
relatively small matter then a strong basis exists for negotiat-
ing on questions of total and general disarmament. It is 
difficult to hold out too much hope in this direction. The 
Moscow treaty was not signed out of moral conviction. It 
was signed because it really didn't matter anyway. As the 
Atomic Energy Commission reported to President Kennedy 
in early 1962 there was no point in continuing tests. Both 
sides had sufficient nuclear weapons to destroy the entire 
population of the globe. (Roughly ten tons of T.N.T. per 
person; precision is hardly relevant here.) Methods and 
techniques of delivery are what have to be improved. Even 
without "progress" in this field sufficient bombs could be 
dropped in the first hour of a nuclear war to annihilate one-
third of the world's population. Fall-out would take at least 
one-half of the remainder over the next five to ten years. 
Indeed the long term efi'ects may well be the total destruction 
of ail animal and vegetable life on this planet. The test-ban 
has placed the Barry Goldwaters of the world in a very diffi-
cult position. Realising that outright opposition to such a 
ban would be electorally disastrous they have decided that 
the Treaty is worthless unless Red China becomes a sig-
natory. But these are the very people who refuse to recognize 
the Peking Government. The bankruptcy of their policy is 
revealed in the practical business of thc cold war, in which 
they claim to be the 'realists.' 
r Without^being trite there are powerful vested interests on 
both sides "of the Curtain who fear a loss of prestige, power 
or income in a world without war and who are prepared to 
obstruct any moves towards disarmament. The Cuban crisis 
showed^that]at least one side is prepared to gamble the fate 
of the world* Can we expect the other to let them "get away 
with it" forever? Even if there is not a deliberate attack the 
danger of accidental war is ever present. A rising moon over 
Canada, a flock of geese over Alaska and faulty safety 
devices over South Carolina have each moved the Strategic 
Air Command's total war plans into action. It's bad enough 
destroying ourselves when wc have some sort of a reason for 
it. Permitting a situation to exist in which wc are likely to 
precipitate war by accident is criminal neglect. 
"I don't know much about ART^ but I do know what I like". 
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EDITOR'S 
DIARY 
As some of you have noticed the 
Term Review is modelled on the 
New Statesman, which has just cele-
brated its 50th year of publication. 
The influence and integrity of this 
journal is testified to by the wide 
range of congratulatory messages 
published in its special Jubilee 
Edition. As Malcolm Muggeridge 
wrote: "Even in the war years one 
still saw the NEW STATESMAN. In 
the Intelligence Corps it was as much 
in evidence as 'Sporting Life' In a 
cavalry regiment In the old days. 
The greatest and most seductive I l-
lusion of going to was Is that one 
will there by escape one's fate. Alas, 
when the dust settles and the tumult 
dies, there Is the Home Service and 
'Lift Up Your Hearts' still going 
strong. THE NEW STATESMAN must 
be part of my fate. It always turns 
up. The Russian censorship which 
impounded almost everything when I 
was working as a journalist in Mos-
cow (for instance, a blameless copy 
of Mrs. Beeton's 'Household Man-
agement') let the NEW STATES-
MAN through. I saw it the other day 
in the ante-room of a Scandinavian 
prime minister's office. Ageing Indian 
Intellectuals tear it open when it 
arrives with exasperated joy. It re-
minds them of the good old days of 
the British Raj. President Kennedy, 
they say, keeps it by his bedside, 
alongside James Bond. I once saw a 
man reading It in a bus in Bangkok; 
a lady with an address in Borneo 
wrote to me complaining about 
something I had written in it, and a 
Chinese professor of sociology in 
Mukden mentioned under his breath 
that he occasionally ran his eye over 
a copy. Wherever two or more egg-
heads are gathered together, there 
it is to be found in the midst of 
them. It has in fact become an In-
stitution, like Janes Fighting Ships, 
or Burke's Landed Gentry." 
To suggest that everyone who 
could benefit from a university edu-
cation is at present receiving one, is 
particularly wicked. It means, first 
of all, that Australians are more 
stupid than Russians or Americans, 
for they carry the highest level of 
education to a far wider proportion 
of their people than we do. But It 
means something even more per-
nicious. It means that the children 
of the working class, together with 
female children of all classes are 
doomed to ignorance. Manual workers 
comprise about sixty per cent of our 
community. Yet less than twenty-
five per cent of full time university 
students are drawn from this group. 
This cannot be right, unless you be-
lieve that the separation of our 
people into classes has been so gen-
etically complete that most of the 
working class are predestined to be 
stupid. Women get almost the same 
treatment as the proletariat. Out of 
each four students at our university, 
only one is a woman. We, of all 
countries can't afford to waste half 
our talent. Even if we could, It 
would be wicked to discriminate on 
sexual grounds. There is only one 
solution to the gross inadequacies 
and inequalities of our higher edu-
cation. There must be more of it. 
And it must be qualitatively better. 
Not starting ten years ahead, but 
how. 
It would have been impossible to 
choose a better person to deliver the 
first Senator Dr. Max Poulter Mem-
orial Lecture than Dr. Jim Cairns. 
Both unserving In their devotion to 
the cause of socialism. Dr. Cairns 
address was not simply his own 
appraisal of the Labor Party Today. 
It was a summary of Dr. Poulter's 
beliefs. As Mrs. Poulter remai-ked 
after the lecture he said everything 
you know the labor movement to 
be about but can never put into 
words to explain to other people. 
The promised publication of this ad-
dress will be awaited with equal 
Interest by the 250 people who 
attended and those who could not do 
so. 
The campaign for education has 
been a failure. This Is not to say 
that a campaign for education Is not 
desirable. What is required is a lot 
more groundwork before going Into 
grandiose publications. Those hand-
ling the campaign have been sadly 
uninformed. The long vacation could 
be profitably spent in fact finding. 
The information collected could then 
be roneoed and forwarded to educa-
tionalists politicians and leading 
citizens, asking for their patronage. 
The work that has already been done 
has not been wasted. It has gone 
into building up a climate of opin-
ion, that this has been restricted In 
influence Is the result of too narrow 
a base to begin with. It is particu-
larly unfortunate that In Queensland 
where reforms are most urgently 
required the education campaign has 
not got out of the J. D, Story Room. 
Latest Q.C.E. Instruction to 
branches forbids the use of the terms 
" left-wing" and "right-wing". Even 
Stalin permitted the existence of 
formalformal factions! 
A Bulletin correspondent is "dis-
gusted" by certain Victorian number 
plates on which the initials HUJ 
spell an obscene word in several east 
European languages. He suggests that 
they should be withdrawn from use 
before they cause an unpleasant in-
cident. 
Woolwich's major contribution to 
theology appears to be that he has 
finally proved (Sod's omnipotence, by 
showing that He doesn't even have 
to exist in order to be "able to save 
us. 
No, No Christine jokes. 
Introducing . . . ^ 
ST. LUCIA TYPING SERVICE 
, Special Service to Uni. Students 
Walking Distance -University 
for 
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SEMPER F L O R E A T 
Is The University 
An Authoritarian 
Society ? 
TOM TRUMAN 
In accepting the invitation of the Editor 
of the student paper to contribute some notes 
under this heading I have purposely rejected 
two objections that might possibly be made by 
conservatives among my colleagues—firstly, that 
it is an act of disloyalty to one's university and 
to one's colleagues to go outside the family 
circle and to criticise in a student paper, of all 
places, the running of the university; secondly, 
that students are too immature and emotionally 
unstable to be addressed on a topic so danger-
ous to discipline, good order and the prestige of 
the university and those who run it. On the 
first point I would simply say that we are, or 
should be, all students, some young and others 
not so young, owing a duty to ourselves and 
our university, to bring it as close as we can to 
its boast of being "A place of light, liberty and 
learning". Of the second point I would say 
that if we accepted it, and, of course we do not, 
we could hardly discuss any of our subjects of 
study in the adult and intellectually respectable 
way we aspire to. "Great is Truth and Mighty 
above all things" says another bold inscription 
in stone on the main university building. Are 
there among us cynics who regard these inscrip-
tions as merely pompous pretence.? 
Some psychologists in the U.S.A. and Brit-
ain have found that roughly people divide into 
two broad categories: the first is the tough-
minded-conservative-authoritarian type person-
ality and the other is the tenderminded-demo-
cratic-equalitarian personality. Included in the 
first group are the dominating and submissive 
characteristics. I think many of our attitudes 
towards university administration and govern-
ment may spring from our personality struc-
tures. At any rate, I am a confirmed democrat 
and believe democracy is the best form of 
government for our university. Though my 
emotional bias is in this direction, I am going 
to base my criticism on ground common to us 
all, authoritarian or democratic, namely, aca-
demic values and effectiveness in achieving 
them. 
My first criticism is of the composition of 
our governing body, the Senate. The Senate Is 
made up of 14 members appointed by the State 
Government, 9 members elected by the Council 
which is all the graduates and academic staff 
of the University, one member elected by the 
Staff Association, one graduate member repre-
senting student interests, the VIce-Chancellor 
and the Chairman of the Professorial Poard 
appointed by reason of their offices. My :hief 
objection Is to the majority of government nom-
inees who proved on the only occasion in which 
the lecturers and students were seriously en-
gaged In conflict with the government for a 
high principle to be traitors to academic values. 
The Galr government. It will be recalled, passed 
a bill settling up an appeals tribunal on 
appointments and promotions that would have 
given the Government control over these mat-
ters. The nine elected Council members sided 
• 6 AUGUST, 1 9 6 3 5 
with the University, i.e. the lecturers and stu-
dents. The government appointees refused to 
do so and, thus, in effect, took the Government 
side. If it had not been for the Labor Party 
split we would probably now have direct pol-
itical control of teaching staff with the ever 
possible consequences of loss of free indepen-
dent thought and teaching and the ruin of our 
academic reputation. The present Government 
parties, then in opposition, promised to remeifdy 
the situation but once in power forgot.their 
liberalism and preferred to continue the same 
paternal-authoritarian system. The more reput-
able Australian universities have only a minor-
ity of government nominees and are better 
academic institutions because of it. Perhaps we 
have too many dominant-submissive character-
istics in our personalities that cause us meekly 
to accept our position. 
It is also absurd and inefficient to have so 
few academic members of the Senate, for they 
who live and work in the institution and have 
a vital interest in the academic reputation of 
the University are best fitted to run it. We 
need more lecturers (I make no distinction be-
tween professorial and sub-professorial staff) 
on the Senate and we need genuine student 
representation. If we could only have the same 
representation as they have in the Universities 
of Sydney and Melbourne it would be a great 
improvement, but we should remember that 
the great universities of Oxford and Cambridge 
are entirely self-governing though heavily de-
pendent on the British government for finance. 
I would like to see the Student's Union 
Council as a regular thing drawn into 
consultation with the University administration 
on matters such as the identity card system 
instituted this year. Perhaps it would not have 
been unreasonable for a member of the admin-
istrative staff to have addressed a student 
meetings or to have outlined the proposed 
scheme In Semper explaining the reasons for 
the proposal and asking for reasoned objec-
tions. It is my contention that treating young 
men and women as intelligent and responsible 
people is not only their right but Is part of the 
educational process giving them the sort of ex-
perience necessary to their mental and emotion-
al growth. In any case, it is sound administra-
tive practice for governments to consult with 
the Interests affected before introducing legisla-
tion of new regulations. This way it Is ensured 
that necessary changes achieve that degree of 
consent which makes all the difference between 
their working well or badly. 
Another aspect of our paternal-authoritar-
ian system Is the present method of running the 
government of academic departments. Each 
professor Is king in his own department deter-
mining policy In respect of courses and who 
shall teach them, of appointments and pro-
motions, and, to a great extent, of the career 
opportunities of sub-professorial staff. With his 
high status and great powers It Is not surpris-
ing that there sometimes exists an atmosphere 
of undue deference on the one side and delusions 
of grandeur on the other. Both attitudes arc. of 
course, in conflict with academic values which 
demand Independent, critical (including self-
critical) minds prepared to seek the truth and 
speak it as they see It without fear or favour. 
It frequently happens, too,: that some subordin-
ates may be more able than the professor and 
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the natural hierarchy of ability cannot be 
utilised because the professor-king cannot be 
removed from his throne. In an autocratic 
system like ours so much depends upon the 
ability, energy, character and health of the 
man at the top. It is only fair to say that on 
the whole wc are fortunate in the people chosen 
to occupy chairs, but never-the-less it happens 
too often that in appointing professors mistakes 
arc made or there is a dearth of talent in a lean 
year, or, defects of character, intelligence, 
energy, or health develop later to the great 
detriment of the work of departments and to 
thc serious injury of the interests of students 
and staff alike. In case like these, of serious 
failure of leadership nothing much can be done 
to remedy thc situation until thc professor re-
tires. In the meanwhile important departments 
may languish for as long as twenty years or 
have their energies consumed by frustration 
and sickness of the spirit. 
We simply cannot afford the inefficiency 
and wastage of talent entailed any more, if 
ever we could. Thc present system came about 
in the infancy of our university when the typical 
staff of a department consisted of a professor 
and a very junior assistant. Nowadays, there 
arc always a number of able and experienced 
men and women besides the .professor and it 
is only common sense to draw on their col-
lective wisdom by having departmental policy 
determined, as is American practice, by depart-
mental meetings. Some professors purport to 
fear a bloc vote of junior members overwhelm-
ing the wiser counsels of their elders, but, of 
course, what happens in practice is that the 
natural hierarchy of talent, experience and 
interest asserts itself. Academics, especially 
young ones, will always defer to genuine intel-
lectual superiority and well-earned reputation. 
The Universities of Oxford and Cambridge 
have achieved their greatness on a system of 
democratic control of their colleges and so the 
democratic principle has been well-tried. 
A more urgent reform is the need to 
abandon the system of the sole professor who 
carries a burden of responsibility and adminis-
tration that is some times beyond his capacity 
and prevents his doing justice to his teaching 
and research obligations. What we need Is the 
creation of more professors who actually do 
profess their own speciality and are of equal 
power and status, after the American pattern. 
The administration of.the department then may 
rotate amongst them or be the subject of 
election by them. This reform would remedy 
many of the defects of our present system, de-
mote mere administration from the high status 
it now enjoys and promote academic work which 
is, after all, a superior function which pro-
fessors yre especially trained to perform and 
should carry out until they are no longer able 
to do so competently when it might be in the 
interests of all to find them an administrative 
job but on the same, not higher, pay. 
Most students however may be more con-
cerned about incompetence in lecturers below 
professorial rank because they are more likely 
to be in classes under their instruction and to 
suffer more direcdy and obviously from de-
fects in such persons. One way to deal with this 
but which is open to serious objection on other 
grounds is to make junior appointments sub-
ject to renewal on satisfactory performance, In 
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the judgment of -a majority of departmental 
staff. 
These and other ideas for reform of our 
university are to be discussed in seminars to be 
arranged by the Staff Association in the near 
future. Subject to the Editor's approval, might 
I suggest to students who have ideas on this 
subject that they write to Semper^ under nom 
dc plumes if they would feel freer, to give us 
thc benefit of the advice of those who know 
where the shoes pinch most. 
Religion and Academic 
Autonomy 
PROF. JOHN ANDERSON 
Thc current accusations of 'immoral 
teaching' arc an attack on academic autonomy, 
and the university as a body should be pre-
pared to meet this attack. It is the University 
itself which maintains academic independence 
and makes decisions on academic grounds, and 
not, for example, on utilitarian or on ecclesias-
tical grounds. 
Academic autonomy is a question of grow-
ing importance at the present time. The 
University is less and less recognised as an 
independent authority, and its teachers are 
increasingly considered 7iot as masters of their 
subjects but as servants to a master, e.g., doing 
a job for the public. Public opinion should not 
be conciliated. In matters of discussion, e.g., 
trial marriages, the University teacher should 
not take a conciliatory attitude towards con-
ventional views (legalistic or ecclesiastical) 
should not let the clerics get away with the 
assumption that they are in a superior position, 
that they are the experts, when they have not 
devoted to ethics the study and discussion^ it 
requires, when the views on which they pride 
themselves are to be found just In one particu-
lar book—something very far removed from 
University conceptions of study. 
Christians can think of 'moral behaviour 
only as something required of us by a being 
of a higher order to whom we make submission 
by behaving in the required way. This is 
opposed to positive ethics in which goodness is 
regarded as characteristic of certain activities 
themselves (no matter how "higher" or "lower" 
beings might be imagined to be related to 
them)—of those activities, in particular, like 
scientific and artistic activity, which make up 
human culture, and which can be studied In 
the growth and decay, and interactions gener-
ally, of human institutions. In this we find a 
definite subject of ethical study, as contrasted 
with the trivial and confused "problems of con-
science" which preachers try to substitute for 
it. It is most clearly in the case of investigation 
(or inquiry) as a department of culture that we 
can observe the refusal of submission to any 
higher power, the concern only with what is 
the case. It is the religious views opposed to 
positive ethics that are of ,a subjectivist charac-
ter. 
This being the position of religion, I could 
not agree with the Vice-Chancellor when he 
offered the great activity of religious societies 
in University life as a sign of a high moral 
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level. Religious superstition is as much to be 
deplored as loose living can be. But the growth 
of religious societies has seemed to me, from my 
observations of many years, to be the result of 
a definite policy. The Churches have been anx-
ious that students should be protected in acl-
vance against the impact of University life and, 
in relation to that tendency, the flourishing of 
religious societies has been a sign of decline In 
the University's moral level. It exemplifies 
an ethic of avoidance, an ethic of protection, 
akin to salvationism; and, In so far as it has 
crept over the campus, it has lowered the level 
of the University as an academic organisation, 
as an institution concerned with vigorous think-
ing. 
In the matter of academic autonomy, it is 
a question of what lines academics are going 
to follow. Certainly they will not accept cor-
rection from outside people who say "This is 
not our view." Study is necessary, though 
philosophers of the present generation seem 
less inclined to study than those of the nine-
teenth century. It is only when a person has 
a basic grasp of philosophical truths that he 
can understand the stream of human thought 
with its rationalism, empiricism, idealism, etc. 
The only defensible philosophic position 
(which is actually empiricism, though Including 
realism) is the one which "makes sense" of the 
history of philosophy, which explains the pass-
age from one philosophic stage to another. 
The position still is that if any judgment 
were to be passed on whether University lec-
turers were fulfilling their tasks it could come 
only from academics. Attacks on academic 
autonomy have been more and more constant 
of late. In the Press, the attitude is "The Uni-
versity is asked to do a job for the nation, 
why does it not do it properly?" 
The immediate occasion or the present con-
troversy should remind us of the constant 
endeavour of the clerical forces to encroach 
on work which is essentially secular and w h^ich, 
more particularly, is marked by a rigour which 
clerics cannot approach. Any success In such 
encroachment would lower the intellectual level 
of University life and ipso facto lower its moral 
level to a greater extent than could be done by 
anything the ranks of piety complain of, even 
where it is not a mere fabrication. 
(This article Is a summary of an address 
given to students at Sydney University in reply 
to certain charges by Archbishop Gough.) 
Teacher Training 
COLIN C. BIRD 
The State Education Department It would 
seem, is intent on keeping faith with the general 
law of the Government stroke. Not the least 
of the many bones of contention to be found 
amongst the departmental cupboard skeletons, 
is the situation. confronting both the staff and 
the student population at the Teacher's Train-
ing Colleges. The widespread dissatisfaction 
manifest at the College Is furthe'r aggravated by 
the fact that the sufferers are not free to voice 
their own opinions on the matter for fear of the 
probable consequences. It becomes obvious then, 
on further investigation, that the provisions in 
the Public Service Acts, restricting criticism 
from those who might know something of the 
problem at hand, are severely weighing .down the 
situation. 
The question then becomes, where can the 
impetus for relief be expected to arise, The 
commonsense reply is of course,—through the 
Union. However, once again we find that we are 
dealing with an institution mummified with red 
tape.'Tiie Teacher's Union constantly gives the 
Impression that it does not want to upset thc 
Department under any circumstances. In the 
words of an active Union member, "the Union 
is widely regarded amongst many of its members 
as being merely an adjunct of the Department." 
In this it seems hardly necessary to add that 
the Teacher's I'uion is a disgrace to the Union 
movement in general. 
Moreover, certain aspects of the organisa-
tion of the Teacher's Union are to say the least, 
extremely unusual. The General Secretary, who 
has a preponderant influence over Union policy, 
is, by thc terms of his appointment, virtually 
irremovable. It is an established fact that he 
maintains his position of authority until his 
retirement at the age of seventy. (He is said to 
be on a salary of £3,300 p.a. plus allowances.) 
The President, Mr. Zagami, told students at the 
Kelvin Grove College that the Secretary shapes 
policy. And shapes it in no uncertain way. 
^ At last however, it would seem that some 
action will be taken. The Union executive has 
appointed a sub-committee to investigate the 
problem oi teaching conditions at the College. 
A report has been prepared, and although the 
conservatism of the Union executive is once 
again to be expected, since both the State Presi-
dent and the General Secretary will be able to 
exercise no little amount of influence upon this 
sub-committee, there is ever}'' reason to believe 
that this report will draw some considerable 
attention to many unnecessary evils. It is to be 
further hoped that this report will trigger off 
further investigation into the indefensible evils 
which are known to exist in other spheres. 
Enthusiasm however cannot be allowed to 
run unchecked at this early stage. There is, 
beyond the initial movement by the Union, the 
oM matter of Departmental red tape mentality. 
Four weeks prior to the writing of this article, 
the sub-committee approached the Minister's 
office requesting that the Minister receive a 
delegation carrying the report from the sub-
committee. Lamentably, though one cannot help 
adding—typically—no reply has yet been forth-
coming from the Minister's office. It is to be 
hoped that the importance of this report will 
soon register with somebody in that office, and 
that the delegation will eventually meet with 
the Minister. 
The substandard physical conditions of edu-
cation at the college, present however but one 
source of dissatisfaction. The pitifully low stan-
dard of courses imposed upon the students, 
(nothing short of an insult to be intelligent), Is 
a further evil, exceeded only by the total lack of 
understanding demonstrated by the lecturers 
themselves In their attitude towards the student 
body. Students do not experience tertiary level 
education, nor are they treated as If they are at 
an age beyond the level of the secondary school-
children. Undoubtedly these two abuses are so 
closely related that the relief for both problems 
Is to be found in a common solution. After some 
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background has been supplied to these general 
charges, I feel sure that the solution will be 
manifestly obvious to all who care to exercise 
the slightest degree of commonsense, and I can 
only express regret that the departmental per-
sonell who control the situation have not yet 
stumbled upon it. 
Most students soon become resigned to a 
state of apathy induced by the utter hopelessness 
of their situation. Granted many could not care 
less, however there are also many who do. 
Students however, are Governmental employees 
and hence they must endure the supervision that 
this implies. On the Student's Union Council 
the three staff representatives have controlling 
influence. However as if this is not enough, insult 
is added by virtue of the fact that all decisions 
are subject to veto by thc Principal of the Col-
lege. There is hardly even a pretence made to 
the effect that students run their own affairs. 
Moreover this situation is carried over to the 
student's newspaper, (which incidently is not 
officially represented on the Student's Union). 
The Principal reserves the right to censor any 
material submitted to thc editors, and he exer-
cises this right frequently. The situation is made 
even more ludicrous by the fact that there arc 
two staff members in charge of the editorial 
staff anyway. 
From these examples we come to more 
petty, (and more insulting), rules and regula-
tions. The powers that be have apparently decided 
that it is not right for a schoolmarm to smoke, 
and hence no female students are allowed to 
smoke at the college. Furthermore, male students 
are not allowed to smoke in the vicinity of the 
lecture rooms but only out in the playground. 
Thc result of the first rule is the overcrowding 
of the many cars parked outside the college 
grounds by female students who wish to escape 
the bounds of the college for a lunch hour smoke. 
The result of the second ruling Is the growth of 
departmental mentality. 
Classroom attitudes are equally as ludicrous. 
In rooms separated only by a partition in many 
cases, students sit from nine to three-thirty, 
(without spares), and are subjected to a pri-
mary school atmosphere by various 'method 
lecturers' who in the main have taught primary 
school for so long that they fail to realise that 
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they ought to adapt their methods for their 
older classes. I recall the case of an 'Infant 
Method' teacher requesting that a twenty-two 
year old student move down to the front seat 
because she was certain he had spoken during a 
test. Perhaps she knew her infant method, but 
on adult method she wouldn't get a conceded 
pass. 
One of the common complaints of the stu-
dent is that on completjon of the College course, 
all that they receive is a 'slip of paper saying 
that we've been through college', as one youth 
told me. However, he was at least willing to 
admit that he dicl not believe that graduates 
deserved anything more, such as a diploma. 
Here is in fact the crux of the problem, the 
organisation of the course itself. 
Apart from lectures on the method of tell-
ing stories, or the presentation of a new type of 
table or sum, (much of which is commonsense 
standard), the course contains some art apprecia-
tion, physical education, a limited degree of 
wood and metal work, a reiteration of some 
aspects of Senior and Junior History, Junior 
Physics, and Chemistry experiments for primary 
classes. Oh yes, and I almost forgot, each stu-
dent learns to play the recorder and has the 
opportunity to participate in either a speech or 
singing choir. 
In the light of all this, there remains litde 
wonder that the students are treated like child-
'-ren, that they are deprived of holding any re-
sponsibility, since it is obvious from their courses 
that they are not considered to be tertiary level 
students. This attitude has a deplorable effect 
upon the student. 
The students often complain that library 
facilities are inadequate, that they have no 
spare periods, and that their examinations arc 
not properly spaced. (The students sit for exam-
inations in eleven subjects within three days). 
The replies given by the senior staff members 
are to the effect that the library facilities arc 
quite adequate for the needs of the student, and 
that they can see no real reason for the pro-
vision of spare periods or the spacing of exam-
inations. And of course, under the present sys-
tem,, this is quite so. One statement suffices to 
dispel all the claims of the students on these 
matters. The student could make no positive use 
of spares since there is virtually no research nec-
^vvvsrt^%^JV^ftrtJvv\rtrtnAftrf^JVv^ffA/sjvsjsnj%^^ 
A NEW SERVICE 
U.Q.U. INSURANCE 
CONSULTATION SERVICE 
THE NATIONAL 
MUTUAL LIFE 
^""^ir^^^ 
Complete Insurance Services are now available to students following arrangements made 
between the Union and 
THE NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE ASSOCIATION OF A/ASIA LTD. 
1A Leadinr Australian Life Office) 
HUGH THOMPSON, appointed Consultant to the University Union; will be available at all 
, times to give Personal Advice and Service on Life Assurance, Fire, Genera! 
and Sickness and Accident Insurance. 
Arrange an appointment, without obligation, at the UNION OFFICE, 
Of Telepliono H. Thompson 24547, after hours 57 4585 
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essary to the course being pursued; for the same 
reason the examination of eleven subjects in 
three days produces little or Jtio strain upon the 
student mind and thus there is no reason to 
spread the examination over a longer period. 
Since research is unnecessary then the poorly 
equipped library Is certainly adequate for the " 
needs of the student, whose average library 
activity would take the form of a borrowing of a 
chart to illustrate the fable of the fox and thc 
magpie, or the borrowing of a Grade Six Arith-
metic Book. 
Disinterestedness and the attitude of, 'they 
won't toughen up on us, there's a teacher short-
age', are the natural consequences for which the 
department has only itself to blame. 
The officers of the Department must event-
ually realise that the planning for better class-
rooms, better sporting facilities, bigger library 
grants, larger staff, etc. will not result in better 
teachers. The answer lies only in the demands 
made upon the students both through their 
courses and by virtue of their responsibilities. 
Fragmented courses must be replaced by tertiary 
education, responsible adults must be made out of 
schoolchildren, spoonfeeding must be replaced 
by individual research, and finally an almost 
unheard of demand, students must be failed if 
they do not measure up to standards, teacher 
shortage or not. 
The German Opposition 
to Hitler 
ROY MCCARTHY 
On the 20th July 1944 a bomb exploded in 
a hut which Hitler was using for a conference 
room; the hut was destroyed, Hitler was left 
very much alive. The destruction of the hut was 
virtually the sole success of the German opposi-
tion to Hitler. The putsch which Hitler's death 
was supposed to have set off, fizzled out amid 
comedy and tragedy, some ten hours later in 
Berlin when the Gestapo men sent to arrest the 
conspirators were themselves arrested, and when 
Count von Stauffenberg, whose briefcase had 
carried the bomb, was led to the courtyard of the 
Bendlerstrasser building and there executed in 
the light of a lorries headlamps. In the small 
hours of the next morning Hitler spoke over the 
radio. The designs of a 'small ambitious clique 
of officers', he said, had been thwarted and with 
this reassurance the German people settled down 
to defend National Socialist Germany against 
British, American and Russian tanks which nine 
months later were to rumble through the centre 
•of Berlin itself. With the 20th July the small 
group of plotters which had existed in one form 
or another since 1938 was eliminated. These 
were the men who represented the German 
opposition to National Socialism; these are 
the heroes of German historians writing on this 
period; and the 20th July Is the alibi of count-
less thousands who stood aside and watched 
Nazism control the destiny of a large and power-
ful. 
Before Hider's assumption of power the 
main political opposition had come from the 
Social Democrats (or Labour Party), the Com-
munists, and the two parties of the Roman Cath-
olic Church: tlie Bavarian People's Party and 
the Centre. The alternatives open to the opposi-
tion were few; they all led to political destruc-
tion. The Communists nicely, if unconvincingly, 
blamed for the Reichstag fire were proscribed 
and their leaders arrested. The social Democrats 
had been badly led and in a moment of despera-
tion had supported the Nazis against the Centre; 
support which the Nazis repaid by destroying 
the trade unions and the Social Democrats as 
well. The Catholic parties had been full of fiery 
words before Hitler's electoral success. The 
Bishops themselves had lent an able political 
hand and had issued a strong appeal to their 
flock not to vote for the Nazis. From this it 
seems quite clear that the Catholic hierarchy 
had a good conception of what the state would 
become under National Socialism but this, how-
ever, did not stop the voluntary dissolution of 
the political arm of the church and the signing 
of the Concordat with Rome under which the 
Bishops swore singly 'to uphold the constitu-
tional government in esteem and to prevail upon 
my clergy to do the same.' In this way the Cath-
olic Church gently removed itself from the pol-
itical struggle. The Nazis did, it is true, experi-
ence a little trouble from the church and Hitler 
was always saying after dinner that he intended 
to deal with the problem, but the church only 
objected to the regime when it encroached on its 
prerogatives agreed on by the concordat. The 
Catholic Church was simply not interested In 
jeopardizing its position by going out of its way 
to defend the liberty or the dignity of man. 
To proscribe a political party is one thing; 
to turn its erstwhile supporters into National 
Socialists was another. Hitler had little time for 
gentle methods and terror and coercion were an 
essential part of his system. 'He who rises against 
Germany', he stated, 'is a traitor to his country;, 
and the traitor to his country is not to be pun-
ished according to the range and extent of his 
act but according to the purpose which that act 
has revealed'. One could either be a National 
Socialist or nothing. Many choose to be nothing, 
but the more ambitious put on the Nazi arm-
band and went on to serve the state well. It was 
not until Hitler's foreign policy seemed to be 
leading Germany into a general European war 
that some of the arm-band wearers began to 
have second thoughts. Among these was Schacht, 
president of the Reichbank, and Carl Goerder-
ler, price commissioner and Mayor of Leipzig. 
Both were to be arrested after the 20th July. 
Goerderler was executed while the shrewder 
Schacht survived the concentration camp and 
was back in business again almost as soon as the 
war ended. In 1938, however, this possibility 
seemed remote and neither had any wish to see 
Germany and their position in society destroyed 
by an outbreak of war which they both felt 
Germany was in no position to win. By 1938 It 
seemed that only a change of regime could 
advert that catastrophe. 
The German General Staff had no wish for 
a war either. If unsuccessful it could destroy 
the officer corp and the status of the army which 
existed in theory as a non-political state within 
a state. Before 1938, however, the German gen-
erals were not opposed to Hitler. Until then 
there was no reason for the army to be disatls-
fied with the man who, when defeated could 
be referred to contemptuously as 'the Austrian 
corporal': he had,..after all, given them what 
they wanted. Like many others they had hoped 
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that Hitler would bring about the internal and 
external revival of Germany and that through 
his diplomacy the Versailles Treaty would cease 
to have meaning. Thus when Hitler, by dubious 
means, had taken over command of the armed 
forces early in 1938 the army had raised little 
objection, but his orders to prepare for an at-
tack on Czechoslovakia later that year met with 
a most unenthusiastic response. It met, in fact, 
with a plan of Schacht's and Goerderler's, 
acting in conjunction with the army, and the 
armies intelligence section, to arrest Hitler and 
to overthrow the regime. 
Whether or not the 1938 putsch would have 
been successful is a matter of speculation, since 
Munich intervened; Hitler's prestige rose higher 
than ever, and the army, awed by this diplomatic 
coup, decided that their careers were more valu-
able than any set of moral principles. Of course 
the civilians were disappointed; Munich had 
been no part of their plans. In fact they had 
made contact with London advising Halifax and 
Chamberlain of their intentions in the hope that 
Chamberlain would take a strong line over 
Czechoslovakia refusing this time to make any 
concessions. They hoped that the immediate 
threat of war and German mobilization would 
win popular support for the putsch. Chamber-
lain promised nothing but nevertheless Munich 
has given rise to a new 'stab in the back legend'. 
Without it, we are told Germany and the world 
would have been spared the horror and suffering 
of six years of war and that National Socialism 
would have been replaced with a government 
liberal and decidely democratic. This is a pleasant 
thought but more of a fairy tale than a reality. 
The failure of the German opposidon to move 
against Hitler cannot be shifted from German 
to British shoulders so easily. There was, for 
example, enough popular support in BerHn 
without waiting to see what Chamberlain was 
going to do. Ulrich von Hassell recorded in his 
diary the chaotic state of mind of the people as 
they suddenly began to realise how serious the 
situation was. Two days before Hitler had 
marched his troops through the streets of Berlin 
and there was no cheering—simply a bitter 
silence. Von Witzleben, in charge of the parade, 
felt like, 'unlimbering the guns there and then in 
front of thc chancellory,' but he did nothing ex-
cept come back and tell Schacht about it. The 
1938 putsch failed to take place because of the 
equivocal leadership provided by the people In-
volved. Munich simply provides a convenient 
excuse. It had in fact done the job-for them. 
After this there was nothing which the op-
position could do to prevent the outbreak of the 
ivar in 1939. In fact the years up to 1944 were 
lean ones indeed for the opposition. The cam-
paign conducted through the low countries and 
the brilliant successes in Denmark and Norway 
were not conductive to killing the goose which 
kept on laying golden eggs. But behind these 
successes there was always the realization for a 
few that Germany could not possibly win the 
war. The defeat and surrender of the ninth army 
at Stalingrad; the first real set back to German 
arms was simply this certainty writ large. 
Before Stalingrad the most effective opposi-
tion had come from the communists who had 
organized a huge underground network to con-
vey military information to the Russians. This 
group^ usually get short shrift from the German 
historians who, see in the 'Rote Kappele' noth-
ing but a nest of traitors. In fact their only sin 
was that they were opposing Hider in a manner 
which German conservative conspirators found 
distasteful. Goerderler, even in the grimmest 
days of the German opposition, fought shy of 
any contact with the Communists and the Com-
munists reciprocated with a profound distrust of 
Goerderler's 'liberalism'. In this they were wise, 
for Communist influence on any post Hitler 
government was bound to be nothing more than 
a conservative favour soon to be achieved. Stalin-
grad also jerked one university professor to life 
but his ill-fated excursion into politics led to his 
execution and that of five of his students. Pro-
fessor Huber of Munich is indicative of the 
opportunism permeating National Socialist 
Germany. He joined the party in 1940 when the 
German army looked invincible. By 1943 he was 
having a hand in opposition pamphlets; Stalin-
grad found him writing one himself. 
In fact the same casual connection runs 
through the entire activities of the German con-
servative opposition to Hitler. The Communists 
at least had ideals—for the others self interest 
more than moral indignadon seems to have been 
the stimulant to action. Perhaps the most sin-
cere were the left wing christians who surrounded 
von Moltke and made up a faction of the Kres-
iau circle. They simply wanted to wait for the 
destruction of Germany in order that she might 
be cleansed of what they felt was her 'hideous 
disease' and were consequently opposed to any 
measure which would speed up that destruction 
from inside Germany. They feared above all a 
Hider legend if Hider were assassinated by way 
of contrast Goerderler felt sure that his 'liberal-
ism' would prevent such an occurence. 
If Stalingrad had been a disaster then 
the invasion of Normandy was the beginning of 
the end and so with Stauffenberg to carry the 
bomb and to provide the leadership formerly 
lacking, the plotters again set about protecting 
their own interests. Three bomb attempts failed 
before an efficient fuse and Hider came together, 
and then 'providence' turned out to be on Hit-
ler's side. No one could doubt the personal cour-
age of the men involved in oppositional activities 
in a totalitarian state. Most of them were ruth-
lessly^  exterminated. Yet one feels that this op-
position would scarcely have existed if Hitler's 
success had continued or if he had succeeded in 
stabilizing the international scene as he had his 
domestic opposition before the plunge into Pol-
and had led Germany on to the path of eventual 
destruction. 
EASTERN PHILOSOPHY 
HENRY THORBURN 
Confucionism and Taoism represent two 
fairly widely differing strata of thought that 
have emanated in China. Both are philosophies-
philosophies that have no real counterpart in 
the Occident in that they are essentially based 
on ethics. As a consequence their teaching as 
regards an attitude to life is made without re-
course to the Divine as an agent of fear and 
retribudon. From these two apparently con-
flicting systems a satisfactory guide to life can 
be formed in that on two cardinal points that 
should govern one's attitude to life, man and 
society, Confucionism and Taoism far from 
being antagonistic actually supplement one 
another. 
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Confucionism starts with the hypothesis 
that man's nature Is naturally good though this 
may become tainted by evil associations. How-
ever by cultivating the good that is in him and 
by rejecting the evil that is found by the way 
he will acquire the ideal nature that should be 
his objective. This ideal nature is happiness and 
since happiness to the good man Is normally a 
social being it is only a short step to the principle 
of Shn or reciprocity, probably the most import-
ant principle in Confucionism, It Is defined as 
'not doing to others what one does not wish 
them to do to oneself. Thus obviously if every-
one worked for the happiness of all we should 
liave a situation more likely to bring about 
general happiness than any other. 
To regulate or act as norms or constants in 
the ethics of man there are the fine Ch'ang 
which are the fine constant virtues of Confucion-
ism—Je7i (human-heartedness), Yi (righteous-
ness), Li (propriety, rituals, rules of proper con-
duct, Chih (wisdom), and Hsiu (good faith). It 
is Jen and Yi that have been emphasised above 
the others. Righteousness means the 'oughtness' 
of a situation. Everyone in society has certain 
things which he ought to do and which must be 
done for their own sake because they are the 
morally right things to do. The material essence 
of these duties is 'loving others', i.e. Jen or 
human heartedness. Thus the practice of Jen 
consists in consideration for others. In other 
words "Do to others what you wish yourself". 
This is the positive aspect of the practice called 
Chung or 'conscientiousness to others', and the 
negative aspect is Shu or altruism, "Do not do 
to others what you do not wish yourself". The 
^practice as a whole is called the principle of 
Chung and Shu which is the practice of Je7i. This 
principle came to be known as the 'principle of 
applying a measuring square', that is to say it is 
a principle by which one uses oneself as a stand-
ard to regulate one's conduct. 
Supplementing the formal rules of Confu-
cionism Is the insistence on the simple and the 
natural in Taoism. The insistence of the import-
ance of the individual as an individual may be 
considered as the trade-mark of Taoism. The 
starting point of all Taoist philosophy is the 
preservation of life and avoiding of injury. This 
has been expressed In another way by an early 
exponent of Taoism, Yang Chu whose two 
fundamental ideas were 'Each one for himself 
and ' the despising of things and valu-
ing of life.' From these ideas come the important 
place the individual holds on Taoism. 
The term Tao or the Way, from which 
Taoists get their name has a rather metaphysical 
conception in that for them it stands for the 
totality of all things. This is equivalent to what 
some Western philosophers have called 'the 
absolute', and this would include the basic laws 
01 the universe. It is a basic principle of Taoism 
that one should be in harmony with, not In re-
bellion against the fundamental laws of the uni-
verse. All artificial institutions and all strivings 
are wrong—all straining after that which is be-
yond reach is a mistake. It is Important to recog-
nise that all things are relative. This same 
relativism Is applied to moral problems, thus so 
far as human activities are concerned the limit 
for advancement of man remains relative to his 
subjective feelings and his objective circum-
stances. 
'Do nothing', Wu Wei, is a famous injunc-
tion of the Taoists, The sense is rather that of 
doing nothing that Is not natural or spontaneous. 
The important thing is not to strain in any way. 
Taoism emphasises this unconscious intuitive 
spontaneous element. Thus Taoism emphasizes 
individuality for the sake of individuality, natur-
alness, quietness and non-action. The principle 
rule of a positive nature is that one should be 
simple, emulate nature and bring oneself into 
harmony with it. 
Taoism being so completely banned up In 
the cult of the individual found no room for 
society in their theory. However since society 
as an entity in itself did exist in practice it was 
had as it was essentially a man-made device. 
On the other hand Confucionism had quite 
a lot to say about society since the whole ethical 
philosophy seems to have been based upon a 
consideration of what Is the nature of the human 
being. The individual is not thought of as ex-
isting quite separately from society nor is society 
thought of as a kind of metaphysical entity that 
is so prior to the individual that the individual 
can hardly be said to exist except as he is wholly 
absorbed In it. 
Confucionism agreed that man is a social 
animal and in order to have a social organization 
they need rules of conduct. These are the Li 
(rites, ceremonies, customary rules of living), 
the function of which is to impose a limit on 
everyone in the satisfaction of his desires. 
Confucionism has an excellent code of 
virtues that man should follow to live a moral 
life. A difficulty is that the whole code Is based 
on the complete acceptance of the dogma that 
man is a rational animal. It does not allow for an 
exception to this general theory. In contrast to 
Confucionism, Taoism allows for the exception 
of the individual, in fact, as has been seen it is 
concerned only with individuals. The mean here 
is following the Confucian virtues and yet not 
subverting one's Individuality. Taoism is too dog-
matic about the evils of society and Confucionism 
too naive in thinking that society Is good because 
it is made up of good men. It must be recognized 
that society cannot merely be dispensed with, but 
that it Is here to stay while man exists. It must 
therefore be a priori to one's ethical systerii. 
Here one can use the Confucian attitude to 
society and work as individuals to make society 
as good as possible for all and at the same time 
to ensure that one does not become too in-
volved and is able to retain one's individuality 
in the midst of society. 
If we accept that life consists principally In 
what man is himself and his surrounding society, 
a satisfying guide to life can be formed by tak-
ing various aspects of the philosophies of Con-
fucionism and Taoism that satisfactorily sup-
plement and modify one another. Confucionism 
and Taoism are not mutually exclusive, and the 
individual and the whole society can achieve a 
healthier psychological balance on the two bases 
than can be achieved on only one. Thus on two 
philsosophles, one endrely rationalistic and the 
other only vaguely metaphysical, an entirely sat-
isfying ethical system can be formed. The satis-
faction lies^  in the fact that the ethics are morally 
right relative to man, as opposed to Christian 
ethics that are reladve to the extra—worldly 
Divine and which are to a considerable degree de-
pendent on the fear of retribution following 
a default 
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Mountains 
Mountains I 
Faster I whip my speeding horse, never leaving 
the saddle; 
I start as I turn my head, 
For the sky is three foot above me! 
Mountains I 
Piercing the blue of the heaven, your barbs 
unblunted! 
The sky would fall 
But for strength supporting. 
—G. Boyd 
Autumn 
Alone I stand in the autumn cold 
And watch the river northward flowing 
Past the orange island shore, 
And I see a myriad hills all tinged with red, 
Tier upon tier of crimsoned woods. 
On the road stream, intensely blue, 
A hundred jostling vessels float; 
Eagles strike at the lofty air. 
Fish hover among the shallov^^s; 
A million creatures under this freezing sky are 
striving for freedom. 
In this immensity, deeply pondering, 
I ask the great earth and the boundless blue 
Who are the masters of all nature? 
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—G. Boyd 
Red-Necked 
Rail Bird 
The rail descends across the mirror sea, 
its neck alight in the morning birth of heat, 
and sweeps with fire among the flaming trees 
to a nether world where shade and water meet. 
Following its mate, the other comes for love, 
to settle far along the ridge's crest, 
in the season of rain by a falling.creek in scrub, 
to scoop a hole in ground and build the nest. 
In time the eggs are laid between the roots, 
a cluster of dazzling pearls in their oyster of earth; 
bright in the dark and dank of the forest shoots, 
among the barren leaves the seeds await their birth. 
-When tha rains have washed the sky the chicks must 
hatch, 
and struggle from the shell to know the hen's concern; 
guarded by the danger shriek of the cock they scratch 
in mould, and follow the hen among the fern. 
The season changes, and the birds forsake the nest; 
together they take the air, sweeping to the sky, 
and find the wind to take them back again, 
the fading darkened land haunted by their cry. 
The calling force Is strong behind the rails, 
floating In the sunset's fading surge of light. 
The brood Is scattered far apart, and they fall 
to return together, through the tide of night. 
•^Alan Frost 
Tlie Unforgiving 
Clock 
The unforgiving Clock points into place 
the records lying somehow on the chair 
air heavy with afternoon 
all presence yielding to reveal a face. 
Reproachful eyebrows rise to the unfair 
question: too late? too soon? 
Intensely to know pause, pure atmosphere, 
hermetic, heady; and that timeless room 
of which the lover tells 
without misgiving that the now and here 
were once upon a time, the two in whom 
we live, were someone else. 
Untutored amateur, the bird builds spring 
from winter's slough and wholesome habit won 
of centuries not hers. 
This bitter residue, remembering, 
raked green and shut aside out of the sun, 
uneasily sighs and stirs. 
No pale leaf yet from these that grew so thick, 
dust now, indifferent to other suns. 
No-one comes to brood. 
How dare time foist on us with casual tick 
a vision half-relinquished, populous once, 
not yet a solitude? 
Clocks have no memory. Clocks none the less 
cannot forgive us our forgetfulness. 
—Judith Green 
Night Trial 
Isolate and listen! 
the encroaching stealth of silence. 
Foot on baked leaf, 
stutter of a door. 
Hammering heart swells 
the clock to riveting. 
Flitting shapes for ashen stakes 
play you out upon the wall. 
Palisade of hands and words, 
crisis-wrought to twitching straws. 
Man peeled to the core 
self-subsists on pith, 
awaiting his dawn reprieve. 
—Gerald Glynn. 
Pensees 
Water, dripping onto stone; 
Waves, driving upon a shore; 
Winds, darting across the sand; 
Devise patterns without a purpose. 
Apes, standing full erect; 
Babes, joining thumb and finger; 
Children, forming sense from sounds; 
Demand their own direction. 
Cars, reeling from macadamed clouts; 
Factories, punching men to work; 
Bombs, deterring the holocaust; 
Destroy direction by their purpose. 
—J?. Bauer. 
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Four Poets Minus One 
THOMAS W. SHAPCOTT 
A rather good idea, this. We have a 
small anthology of modern Queensland 
poets, each represented by about 16 poems 
— enough to assess them, not too many to 
dull our sensibilities. Perhaps poets should 
be encouraged to be thus selective more 
often; it saves weeding-out by the purchaser. 
A neat idea, then. And how, in practice, 
does it fare? Let's look at each poet: 
David Malouf writes very careful and 
sober verse. There is no notable falling 
from a certain professional competence. 
There is also no exciting attempt at the 
heights, either. His group of ''Interiors 
From a Childhood" are representative 
in their quiet and restrained affection; 
they are often rather moving. But polish 
and smoothness are not everything. We 
could wish sometimes for a greater immedi-
acy and certainly a greater urgency. His 
Epitaph for a Monster of Our Times" 
seems closer to reconciling his innate re-
serve with a violent theme through the use 
of very effective irony. 
Jvdith Green's best poems are very 
good indeed: precise, compact, and with an 
intenseness of feeling which is already being 
compared with Judith Wright, as in the 
opening poem "Quest", though she is oc-
casionally tempted into rather arid, ground, 
as in the "Essay on M.K", for instance, 
which contains this shocking couplet "re-
mote intimate innocent omniscient: come to 
my bed". In her occasional pieces she is 
generally accomplished, sometimes very 
charming {The Windy Cock), but she 
is less polished in this sort of poem than 
Malouf and less incisive and original than 
Rodney Hali. 
Don Maynard strikes me as pretty 
phony. In attempting artful effects (artful 
if you have never seen any of the avant-
garde journals of the '20s, ah, so long ago) 
he simply does not have the necessary equip-
ment : his ear is" often woefully insensitive 
and he is far too careless of hackneyed 
phrases and images—unforgivable when he 
aims at such startling originality. Thus, a 
poem called "Flux et Reflux", subtitled 
"With an obstinate music: as of the sea" 
begins (very strikingly) "Paper has 3 sides 
on which I write" but rapidly congeals to 
"at dusk first in Adams fall 
I descry the heavenly bird 
bombing beautiful shoulders. 
"Bird bombing beautiful shoulders". Well, 
enough said. Yet I must add that when he 
forgets to be pretentious he can write a 
poem at once fresh and immediate, and also 
well contained within its form. 
Rodney Hall is the .most idiomatic 
of all these 4; his voice is the most com-
pletely his own. This is due partly to his 
incisiveness, both of tone and of image too, 
and partly to his perceptive freshness of 
observation, particularly of social reflexes 
and hypocracies—and he is not afraid to 
include himself in his pin-pointing of smug-
ness and complacency, as in some of his 
love-poems. He tends to use language as an 
instrument of precision, not of evocation or 
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indirect illumination. Though this has its 
advantages it can result in a hard metallic 
clangour bearable only in small quantities. 
Fortunately there are signs that his verse 
is becoming rather more subtle in its feeling 
for the resonance of words themselves, as 
in the (very fine) final poem "She". 
Four poets, each young, each with 
something to say. Some saying it very well, 
some saying it at least with sufficient merit 
to claim our serious attention. Though their 
individual views differ, yet they do, as a 
group, let us know a lot about what it is 
to be a young poet in the 1960s. 
If you don't find something to enjoy 
here, I can only conclude you were irrevoc-
ably corrupted by the trash in Primary 
School Readers and have never discovered 
what poetry is, anyway. 
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Male and 
Female 
Margaret Mead has attempted to 
draw together and present a clear 
picture of male-ness and female-ness, 
and ways of thinking about these. 
Her examples are taken from studies 
of seven South Sea peoples, the 
Samoans, the Manus of the Admir-
alty Islands, the Arapesh from the 
mountains of New Guinea, the Mun-
dugamor of the Yuat River, the 
Tchambult from the lake area of New 
Guinea, the latmul of the Great Sepik 
River, and the Balinese. The customs 
and ways of thinking of these peoples 
are compared and contrasted with 
each other, and with contemporary 
American society. 
In the first important section of 
the book, 'The Ways of the Body', 
she endeavours, by following the 
steps by v/hich, in the different 
societies, children learn about their 
sex membership, to get some sense 
of the process of learning to be male 
or female, and some recognition of 
how we ourselves arrived at our own 
sense of our own sex. How the baby 
is brought up has great importance 
in the way it fits into the culture of 
its people. The Arapesh child, for 
example, is brought up to be recep-
tive and passive. The whole interest 
remains focussed on the mouth, but 
only in its receptive aspects. The 
grasping action of the mouth is not 
developed. For the Arapesh woman, 
it is easy to transfer t'his attiti^de 
of pleasant expectancy to the adult 
sex role. This upbringing, however, 
makes it very difficult to be male. 
While it fits most women, it fits 
only a few rnen. 
The next section Is entitled 'The 
Problems of Society'. Here, Margar-
et Mead draws on some of the know-
ledge we have of all human societies, 
as each has attempted to solve the 
problems that arise whenever indiv-
idual sex impulses must be discip-
lined into social forms. She feels that 
we can design forms of the family 
that f i t modern life better if we know 
what designs have been used in the 
past. 
In Part Four, 'The Two Sexes in 
Contemporary America', the relation-
ship between the sexes in America 
today is discussed. Here we find the 
same problems of sex indentification 
in children, epitomized by the story 
of the little girl who, when sent 
behind a tree to relieve herself, dis-
covered a little boy already there, 
and returned to her mother exclaim-
ing; "Wouldn't that be a handy 
thing to take on a picnic!" The be-
ginning of an egoistic valuation of the 
male organ is here, as an organ of 
which the female body has no 
counterpart, and which is capable of 
doing specific things, and this atti 
tude sets the stage for what could 
develop into the classic Freudian 
penis envy. 
In the final section, Margaret 
Mead attempts to suggest ways in 
which we, as civilization, "may make 
as full as use of woman's special 
gifts as we have of man's and in so 
doing develop forms of civilization 
that can make fuller use of all human 
gif ts" (Page 30) . Only by recogniz-
ing that each change in human 
society must be made by those who 
carry }n every cell of their bodies 
the reason why the change is nec-
essary can we build our own civiliza-
tion. 
In conclusion, it is necessary to 
add a few words of criticism. While 
the book can be read with interest 
and enjoyment by anyone, the 
psychologist and anthropologist tend 
to find in it too many value judge-
ments and generalizations from 
specific instances for complete 
credence to placed upon its postu-
lates. While Margaret Mead did a 
great deal of valuable field work in 
anthropology and sociology, the 
theoretical implications she reads into 
her field observations do not always 
appear to have complete justification 
in the eyes of a psychologist. 
Felicity Ann Hart 
(Male and Female: Margaret Mead, 
Penquin, 6 /6) 
Towards a 
Philosophy of 
Economics 
This is a delightful book by an 
English socialist who is also a 
famous academic economist. Mrs. 
Robinson was a pioneer in the de-
velopment of the theory of monopoly 
which superseded the oudated perfect 
competition model still imposed on 
students. She helped Keynes to de-
velop the theory that capitalism can 
find its equilibrium position at a 
point of mass unemployment (1936), 
and she pioneered the now fashion-
able pre-occupation with economic 
growth in her "Accumulation of Cap-
ital" (1956). She is therefore mere 
than well-equipped to survey the 
assumptions, the stupidities, the hid-
den ideological "f iddling" and the 
obsolescence of much of modern 
economics theory. 
To absorb this book Is to realise 
the extent to which undergraduate 
economic courses in Australia not 
only lag behind the times, but com-
pletely fail to give the student a 
knowledge of economics which is 
part of a liberal education. Obsessed 
with producing "technociars" for our 
own business firms and public serv-
ices, we pretend that economic stu-
dents are in this category, and pre-
sent them with a series of cut and 
dried axioms, handed down like sac-
red tablets. In this way the errors of 
each generation of economists are 
perpetuated in the next Mrs. Robin-
son on the other hand, aims to make 
clear (from the incisive study of 
the ideology behind economics) that 
while we can describe the technical 
operations of an economic system in 
an objective way, " i t is not possible 
to describe a system without moral 
judgments creeping in" . 
ft is perhaps promising that in 
the socialist world, it is now widely 
accepted that such "bourgeois" 
concepts as the margin, the multi-
plier, linear programming can be 
divorced from the ideological bias, 
"neutralised", and applied in a prac-
tical way to optimising resource 
allocation and economic develop-
ment in the planned economies. 
This is promising because, accord-
ing to Robinson, "the very nature of 
economics is rooted in nationalism". 
It is an irony that it is in the 
hitherto scholastic world of Soviet 
economics that the econometrical 
parts are becoming "what every 
gentleman should know", while In 
the Western Universities the "too 
difficult" technique of Input-output, 
linear programming and econometrics 
are ignored in favour of the most 
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detailed examination of the everyday 
workings of an imagined capitalist 
model that never existed (sure con-
jection) or which has been qualita-
tively different for years. Mrs, Rob-
inson gives us considerable Insight 
into the dependence of Marx, 
Marshall, Keynes and others on the 
institutional background assumed. 
How important is this? Consider a 
pass student; how mudh in ten 
years' time will he retain of a par-
ticular Keynesian model? The answer 
is, of course, nothing at all, even 
if he works for Treasury, But suppose 
we tell him, as Peter Wiles sug-
gested recently about the manager-
ial revolution in the U.S.A., or what 
the Yugoslav's did to their economy 
in introducing market socialism in 
1950. It is likely that he will retain 
something. But these issues are ig-
nored with the occasional exception 
of courses on "critiques of capital-
ism" and "history of economic 
thought" (so bitterly resisted in the 
University of Queensland), the sig-
nificance of institutions is missed. 
Read any elementary text book on 
economics and it becomes instantly 
apparent how difficult it Is for intel-
ligent people to understand institu-
tions. Far easier to picture a phoney 
economic "science", with tools of 
analysis being "sharpened" and de-
veloping in a teleological way. Rob-
inson antidotes this. 
Mrs. Robinson's final chapters 
have two beautiful arguments which 
should send those "safe" men who 
achieve such rapid promotion In aca-
demic departments scuttling for 
cover. The first relates to growth. 
Under capitalism growth depends on 
capital investment and this depends 
on a greater share of profits in 
national Income. But what a wasteful 
way of getting growth this is—to 
allow the spontaneous distortion of 
resources and plundering of re-
sources by monopoly, on the ground 
that it gives "growth" when the 
whole thing could be achieved more 
effectively by the Investment of 
public funds and the development, of 
public statutory corporation to ad-
just to market forces. The second 
refers to underdeveloped countries. 
Mrs. Robinson argues (p. 118), 
that "the need to restrain consump-
tion in order to permit the rate of 
accumulation to increase gives and 
advantage to- the economics carrying 
out development under socialist in-
stitutions. The main advantage of 
wiping out unearned income is that 
it makes it easier, morally and pol-
itically to prevent real wages rising 
too fast. Moreover, collective con-
sumption contribute more to the gen-
eral welfare than a rise of wages 
spread thinly over individual families". 
B. McFarlane 
(Economic Philosophy: Joan Robin-
son, New Thinkers Library, 2E/6) 
Mean j in 
I t is not often that one finds 
something which can only be praised. 
But such is the case with Patrick 
White's short story Down in the 
Dump, published in the second issue 
of Meanjin for this year. 
Such is White's sensitivity and 
insight In treating the basically ugly 
situation with which he concerns 
himself, that one is left, not with 
the rather depressed, empty feeling 
that might easily have resulted, but 
with a sense of complete fulfilment 
and satisfaction. Perhaps the main 
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reason for this Is that, instead of type of description of the scenes and Camus is also wrong to place Sade 
leaving the reader in the middle of events surrounding a Royal wedding in the late 18th century, iaae is 
an ugly situation, as seems often to and is barely compensated for by mid-twentieth century, he epiro-
be his way, White in this story, hav- Paul Hogarth's excellent line draw- mises our brutality, our violence and 
ing presented the situation, and de- ings, while Eva Kubbos's lino-engrav- our cruelty. And like us he nas 
scribed it honestly in all its ugliness, ings are—well, methinks perhaps another face: the tace ot man 
then presents the antidote. Certainly, they underwent the same experience drying to surpass the P^ff^^-\*= 
the knowledge he displays of the as did Algie with the bear. this side of Sade that de Beau^°i; 
rnind and its^rocesses L J his com- ~ F . M. Callaghan sees - clearly and und rstands^^so 
pete mastery over word and form are r'.V j r \t > TfJ ^ , f r . « . if w::i«: 
^ • J J TL - u r j I J fi ed Sade s erotic nature, it was 
rare indeed. The children Lenny and 11 ^ » \i,^ ^ritoc "<;aHp'Q ab-
Meg, both from family background - ^ ^ ^ - t o^^' b g n " ^ a c q u f r ? \ a t 
dien to the.r owrjmner natures and Q g S a d C when, instead' of enduring them as 
Megs Aunt Da^e around whose ^.^ /, ^ ^e elaborates an 
' s t i h r w a r o u t L"f t e V n L ^ s ! Tho fascination that de Sade holds ^hem. ; ^ - l i ^e her o w y H i - ^ ^ ^ 
sameness and ugliness that is the for atheist existentialists is the fas- ^ J ^ ' ^ ^ in rnan expressing f^ 'S ^^e 
Stic ironic overstatement ('The man tion of one's beliefs, of one's whole argue against Sade: he is just wrong, 
who S h i r h i s f i T r u b b e r goo?^^ ethical system. When de Beauvoir She believesthatFasc^m has shown 
of the oroblem of the rebellion of writes that " to want existence, to this.. But who is to say that the fas-
vouth aaainsT oarentiaI control want to disclose the world, and to cist ethic Is better than the humanist 
Gwin HarwTod in her ooem Littorai want men to be free are one and the one? This is the gulf which Camus 
S^mines The oroblem of Tindinq a same wi l l " and when Camus says and de Beauvoir must leap. By em-
form of exnresJion which w ^ L o "the moment life is recognised as a ploying an emotive phrase they pre-
nvp? thP cramnina mundaneness of necessary good, it becomes so for tend not to jump. Only the perverse-
} . »£^ '^ i?r ivp . f thPTff L ad men'' they are making a leap of ness of Sade points to their flight, 
f - o " ' ^ ! / IVt f.' 'Bplthoven' ^ h ; ^aith across de Sade. De Sade realises Their dilemma is that man has needs, 
^' c '.tnl^^J 'thrn!fnh I m n n t l the necessity of existence, but only some physical and some psycho-
^^' . fn f ir?H ? h . / fnr^^' O n p T i n the necessity of his own existence logical, which demand that he enters 
T^^ Irl^i )tf Z' 1? ornnnn and of the existence of others to the into relationships with other people, 
the ^'^I'^'f'V.J^'^J^^^^^^^ extent, to which this contributes to This fact tells us nothing of the 
^^\ 1 ' ^ ; J r . Lp^ Pn rrh i Z V L his existence by his destruction of nature of relationship that is to be 
goal that has been achieved by only g^^g^^j j ^ ^ ^ Beca^^g ^an must 
a very few of the worlds great. ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^^^^^_ ,,,0 relations with his fellows 
In Matador: a soliloquy, Rodney tors ^ ^^^^^^^^r^JS^ll^''^/^ - ^ - ^ tha'thesr^^iations^o^u^ght to 
Hall does not seem to have achieved the goodness of eedom and/or ^ particular type. As Fromm_ 
complete integration between his ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ f ; 1 ' I X ^ f u f ^ f thp hnT says, relatedness can be a relatedness 
brilliant surface study of the rivalry father to the belief that the link J ' domination or of sub-
between matador and bull and the between mflictmg pam and gaining „ issio„ ' y/hat compunc"^^^ 
cprnnHarv ideas which he Is at- Peasure s what is universa. (It is Z u"' wnat compunction is inere 
; r a d i , ' i o r " o r T e M a l r v \ X e e " n - cn°sdo' / S '?neo"" ctio'n'l 0 - t i n a freedon, ,o oth.rs do no, 
tradition ot tne rivalry oerween , or,invmpnt" ho ^r-.ta^ " I Q equal the pleasures that are ob-
S r J a'r iS'^defrf S < ^ t w e a T e n e T X ^ L r e d ' ' CamJ; see: ^ajned by so doing? All atheist exis-
H v l symbohzmg the ^^ .^^  ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^ tent.al.sts are agreed that man is 
^ ° ' ' * ' " ' interpret i t correctly. Camus, who is T " " " " ' ' u ' / t ' ^ ^^ T'^ " ' " ' ' l u ^ 
r. A r hpii'c pnrp TI, concerned to construct a casual '=''°'<^ '^ ^^at he cannot escape the 
David Campbell s sequence Three ^^ought-chain from theism to total- consequences of his actions. This 
Poems IS a fine, sensitive handling i ^ . - i i l j - ^ f,Qrn God wnrchin to ^ "^P'y "leans that man has to choose 
of a lover's states of consciousness. S ^ - Z s h i p T i e s t o \ T d ' S a d e - ^ that he is responsible for the 
The sequence '^ not, howeve com- j ^ ^ ^ 'historical perspective' by mak- j t ° ; ^ \ ' ^ ^ r^'^^^' '^ ^oes not mean 
plete m itself since the subtle syrn- . ^.^^ ^^^ anti-theist of the piece, ^t '^ ^^ ^^L ' •'^jP^^^'bility to 
bohsm of light and darkness (the Q^^ ^^ gg^g ^jH ^^^ j ^ ^ ' f i t ted' C"°°se one thing and not another, 
one with its association of truth the having escaped " from space, time,' ^° ^^^^^^ ^'i^^'^O'^ ' " preference to 
discovery of falsity, and resulting . ^^e police, the void of ab- oPP^ession. It is up to each of us 
gu.lt, the other with Its references of J^^^^^ presences, the con- to decide for ourselves and of our-
deception and blindness resulting m i,,^^^ ^^ existence, death, life and all ^^'y^^ that freedom is to have 
unmarred enjoyment) - which per- contradictions" he will not be ""'^ersal application. What the athe-
' ' ^ ^ " J l ' . l first two pieces, Midnights restricted in the way Camus wants, '"st existentialists have failed to 
and While I Doubted, ,s not related pj^st, de Sade is an atheist, not an ff^l '^^ '^ that if God does not exist -
to the third Send no more Friends. anti-theist, "God", he writes, 'is non- l l '^ ."°*i Business as usual'. When 
In itself however I feel that existent to man because none of his ? ° ^ '? ^e^d and man Is responsible 
»i.7^. Lf '• u u i *u f I senses is capable of oerceivina It ^°^ ^is actions it does not fo bw 
^ o e t l n ^ t h e ^ o l u m e ' ' ' ' """' We^baJe ir^a i n e d l t ' h i ' g ' T e ' b e : t'^ , - " \ ^" - e n greater 
poem in the volume. j . ^ ^ ^ ^ necessary but which has no "^cessity to choose the good. To 
Judith Green, In a rather more existence other than our own need to ^T®. .**^ *^ because our actions are 
selfish poem, deals with the appre- create i t " . And again, "The idea of de^'i't've we must choose good is 
hensiveness of a woman attracted to God is the sole wrong for which I '"^e arguing that 'because God 
a man, her realization that whether cannot forgive mankind". created the world we must obey 
'chiming or out' she will be Involved What Camus sees as anti-theism / ^^^^ '^ incumbent upon man 
in certain emotional responsibilities, is nothing more than Sade's favour- f ^ ' l ^ choice. We can say ' I choose 
and her conclusion that, despite this, ite literary form: parody. In an essay freedom for all '. But we do not have 
she Is compelled to the meeting published at the same time as ^°-
which wil l be the fulfilment of her L'homme Revote, Simone de Beau- Sade can be overcome, but only 
'untimely world that was'. A less voir "Acutely notes that " In order to ^V making a personal decision to 
satisfying and complete poem than derive amusement from harassing Q '^ant freedom to all. Those who say 
Campbell's, it Is so because its appli- virtue, one must first credit It with ^^at the problem which Sade poses 
cation is personal rather than uni- a certain reality." For "how is the "^ oes not exist are not merely de-
versal. vice to be made thrliling If the ceiving themselves, they are aiding 
, ,. .,. . ,. . reader is not first taken in by the ^^^ cause of oppression. Freedom can 
A ' A ^2?.,,*:"^'.^'^"',^®*=^'??, 7® r^^ iUusion of good?" Sade conceives on'y be assured If men know what 
A. A.^  Ph.lhp in a thoughtful article, "Qod as a criminal divinity who op- Jt is they are doing when they affirm 
Crittcwmg the Critics, presenting an presses and denies mankind" not be- freedom for all '. Ignorance, confu-
Interestlng and authoritative view of cause he believes in the real exist- slon and deliberate deceit have 
the state of literary criticism in Aus- ence of a malevolent creator, but be- "ever liberated a single slave. 
tralia. W. R. Rodgers article The cause to bring men to nature, that is, _ A Mavs 
Dublin of James Joyce .s vaguely sex, he must destroy the Illusion of (De Sade: Simone de s S o I r 
reminiscent of the women's magazine God by holding it up to ridicule. Calder 47 /6 ) Beauvoir, 
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DEPARTMENT OF IMMIGRATION 
CADETSHIPS IN SOCIAL WORE 
Cadetships offer full-fime study on full pay with practical training 
during vacations. 
« 
APPLICATIONS CLOSE 8th AUGUST, 1963 
with the Secretary, Department of Immigration, Canberra. 
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Calling all CRICKETERS 
Whatever you need - Masseys have It! 
• BATS— 
DUNLOP—CROCKETT (Autographed by "Norm O'Neill") 
SLAZENCERS (in "Ken Mackay", ''Bob Simpson'' and 
"Garfield Sobers" autographs) 
CRAY-NICHOLLS ("Peter Burge" autograph) 
and the latest by STUART SURRIDGE ("Brian Booth" 
autograph). 
• ALL OFFICIAL BALLS AND SCORE BOOKS. 
• GLOVES, PROTECTORS, LEG GUARDS, 
Etc. 
• CLOTHING-
TROUSERS, SHIRTS, SOCKS, CAPS, 
FOOTWEAR. 
• SPEEDY EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE. 
BICYCLE AND SPORTS DEPOT MASSEY 
746-752 A N N ST. (next to Valley Post Office). Phone 5 4617 
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T - l £ k * n - T T l \ / r «11y -k«« 'o i 3nd with genuine splendour in The 
n t ^ l i r y l V l l i i 6 r S Colossus of Maroussl. Miller observes 
.,f—^ • , that The Tropic of Cancer is not 
,* • T ^ t * r \ T \ 1 0 r \ " f / ^ . Q - f i r * U i f ' ' concerned with 'sex, nor with religion,. 
I ± IKJyi-K. Ul Vjaili^K^L but with the problem of self-llbera-
•r*T> *>TT^ Tr-r^T^,r/^T^ ^'on', and he speaks of the need to 
F R A N K K E R M O D E be picked dean by life before one 
can know reality. The man who 
I can't imagine that anyone will 'all that is omitted from books' and w J a t i ? b e t n ' 1 ' ' ^ L T ^ ^ ^ 
ever write better than Orwell on we know this is a great deal; but l''Jt%.^''''%L"^,^^^^^ 
Tropic of Cancer*. Miller, he said, much of what Miller puts in is " ' f j , ;<. . u u^^. l u -
was 'the only imaginative prose-writer simply what every sailor knows. The f ^ ^ disreputable about this 
of the slightest value who has ap- book is often JikJ a very long nigh? 5 ^ ouir o ' r n " ; ; f e ' " n l r " S 
peered among the English-speaking in port, late, when the money's ft ii J c L ? « P^ l^^^ '^ " "° ' ^ f ° " * 
Taces for some years past'. He be- spen t -a topic of reasonable but ^ ' " ^ L l A ° " ^L""^' ^ ' . l '^''^^ ^°' 
lieved that Miller was important in limited interest. 1*^  ZI' 'S'. ""li^'^ u*"^ '" JV "° 
the only way a writer could be in ^ , . , . , IT '" f \ "^ ' " T^^ q"°^3t.ons 
such times, 'a mere Jonah, a passive The Tropic of Cancer rejects as have to be drawn from the many 
acceptor of evil', who demonstrated ^enal not some but all kinds of liv- passages in whrch Miller is outlining 
the'impossibility of any major litera- ' "9 that have any pretence of his programme, talking about the 
ture until the world has shaken itself "esure, the quality he hates most pook he is writing rather than writ-
into its new shape' He saw that a'so in art. Thus the book is a messy '"9 '*"• 'he book doesn t seem to 
Cancer really belonged to the Twen- account of mess, as Miller intended have much to do with this programme, 
ties was in some ways already old '^ ^° ^^' believing that this is the way Curiously enough, it ends with the 
hat 'by 1934- but he urged every- ^° produce sudden and fragmentary story of how a friend of the narra-
body to read' it because of Miller's greatness, the wisdom of 'splinters, [or's was able to escape from a 
often rich and muscular prose, and toenails. The rejection of mesure, tricky Parisian situation by feeing 
because he used a selection of the o^ a t^ in a perjorative sense, had been to America, not exactly one of Miller's 
language of real men ~ a" avant-garde convention for quite paradises. Admittedly the narrator, 
a time, and this is the only reason who momentarily has the cash to do 
'Inside the Whale' is itself a period I can find to explain why some of likewise, prefers to stay with the 
piece, belonging to Orwell's 1940: the early sponsors of Joyce and "^^ss; we leave him enjoying a mom-
the world about to succumb to total- Lawrence came out in favour of e"t of calme and volupte beside the 
itarian dictatorships, writers, with Cancer. The 'modernist' family re- Seine. This last section is, I think, 
the iceberg of liberalism melting semblance between Miller and these "^^^^ ^^^ best in the book, but I say 
under them, had nowhere to go but writers is entirely superficial; Joyce s° because I see in It obvious formal 
into the whale. Re-reading the essay, was a lifelong student of mesure in virtues, and I doubt if people find 
I think the judgements which are one way and another, and Lawrence ^^e'"' S"""" ' " Miller on the strength 
still absolutely valid are the limiting would surely have loathed Miller's °f these. 
ones, and that much of the com- book. History ('obscene love of the Miller, obviously can write as 
mendation derives from Orwell s ob- past') is rejected along with art, be- Orwell claimed; but'he rarely bothers 
sessive interest in extreme poverty cause it Is simply a record of man's to. Whether ornot you think it worth 
and such relaxations o^Ja'^Quage and self-betrayal, the long trek from rummaging through Cancer in search 
' ' ° " i ' " ?v? , l " "3^^ ^^ * ^ ° " ^ I* *° ^ : ^^^" ' ' ° f f^^ °se golden pages ('splinters' 
tend It. Who now, for example, could » . . „ . , . , 'tnpnaik'l r*>aiK, rifl«««>4. ./JT^  L 
honestly endorse the view that the . Mjller is then, primarily a rejector; JoTl ike vour w i J o T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^""^ 
language of Miller's characters is that ' " ^^.s book there flowers that ^^i^d the scatYp p^r^^^^ .T^ 
of 'an actual majority' of ordinarv f "^ °f ".'^ilism present from the M i n t i t e view n^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  '.^ ^ ' ' l 
oeoole? It is certainlv not an un- beginning in the Romantic culture, '^lillerite view prefers to more formal 
F a S d a I e k buH^s^s^^^^^^^ What, It may be asked, are those ^ r u T o T second T a n ? . H T H ' '%' 
by ordinary people but only by men P°s'tive, moral, vitalizing suggestions ?:°iH°!„f'*=°':^r.''.^'^^..?**'^"^^^ °" 'y Dy oramary peop e OUT oniy oy men r r - ; — ' — " ' '•'—^...y ^-aacouuua n-.-cionaiiv nnK,,.,:.«j u 
without women: sailors, for example, ^hat so many persons of authority S v audacitv of nhr..P ^ ? " " ' ! 
or possibly men in heavy industry, ^^^^e found in his book? They seem ? ' M i f p in fU- 1 T t 1 ? ° " * 
Miller's Americans In Paris have a to amount to repeated assertions that Ja!^o'^ f '^ h.^^^^?, ' ' ^"ll^^^. '^ =0 
different girl every night, but they *he ecstasy of artists can bring health ™ " ^ ° L . u ^ 'V • ' " ? ' .^"^T 
are still men without women. There 1° ^^e cancerous mass he- describes; P^  ^ ' " ^'^^ those friends of the 
is no real objection to the use of the * f?. \°"^^ °^ the modern jungle in' " f ' " A ^ i S ^l"" ^^^^ ^ '°r^ 
four-letter word for the female organ which he says he walks, 'a lean ° u , J f J T V ^ ^ ^ A . . ^ romantic 
in a proper context (bearing in mind ^nd hungry hyena', may come a new ^J^l^?'> ^ n« i / ' t T " " ^ h r o p u s 
all the connotations of fantasy and Jfusalem. His Paris is a Babylon S " ' W h S ^ admiringly calls 
Insult) but men with women—shar- big with this apocalyptic city; in Tw / ^ . ^ ^ ' " ' ^ " ' ^ " ^T°,"? ^^^ corpses' 
ing a society with them—don't use tact, since it serves as a svmbol of y?. ^ n ^'^^^P^^^ ''^^ ' " a world 
it metonymously for 'woman'. As ^^^^e two antithetical establishments, ^," ' f" ^*'" Permitted him to do so; 
'skirt' is deliberately cheap, ' c — ' is T ' ^ t . ! ! ' " ^^^ ^^°^ ^ " ambiguity '^ ' "er accepts death, which is all 
deliberately solitary, and reduces sex which Miller, so fas as I can see, our world has to offer), I don't 
to an activity which, as one of the aoes nothing to resolve. Often it think this is quite right. Whitman, 
characters discovers, might as well be ^°!f"°f '"^^ Baudelaire in a bad trans- after all, spent some time among 
performed with a cored apple. |t ^ "on. .^g j^ corpses, and seems to have 
makes no difference that the girls in Nlqht after night I had been known the difference between them 
the book are all whores, since Miller comma back to this quarter, at- and the living 
regards them as persons, and even *'^fT/^ ^y ^^''^^in leprous streets . 
seems to prefer them to other women. r „ t * \ ^^'^ i^'^'l?^ ^^t 5 ' " ' ' ] ^ ' f^T^- ~ '. 
Similarly, for someone who thinks S ° l "^  l u ' ^ f °^ ^ ' ^ .^ 'M T ' ' ^ *?' "PP""^^^ ' " 
sex ha DOtentiallv a oaradisal °°^«^ ^^^^V f ^ the whores com- the New Statesman', where it con-
sex nas potentially a Paradisal menced to take up their posts. tained two four-letter words To 
function, i ts odd that he should— n j •» • . , . j . vvoras. lo 
like many people who don' t-explain ^ " ^ ' ^ '^' ^ ' T T ' ' " " ' ' ' ° " ' '^ Prosecution one of these has 
his low valuation of something by ^"gs^sts a talentless amateur copy- been euphonised, the other punctua-
saying he doesn't give a stuff about '^''^^'' ^"^ ' ' " °^5 ' ^^^"^ spring *^^- ' " ^he original review they were 
i t , comes to Paris the humblest mortal " ° ^ obscene. 'Tropic of Cancer' is 
' ' alive must feel that he dwells in still banned In Australia.—-Editor) 
Certainly Miller's language is Paradise.' The trouble with this is 
closer to one that Is actually spoken not that Paris won't stand up to such " * ' • • - " ^ ^ ' • ' • ' ' • "> ' 'SS:~~~^ 
than the ridiculous upper-class about symbolical usage but that Miller k i t w i i 
'going^ of f and so on in 'Udy Chat- simply hasn't made the effort. NEWMAN CAMP 
ferle/s Lover; but it is the language what other good things grow out '^^'^ ? ^ T ' " ^" '^ '^^ '" ' '^ '^'"S '•^ 
of grossly limited groups, and is not, ^f the 'muck and filth'? There are f ^^" '^ ^^" 'P ^ ' ' ° ' " 29th 
as Orwell thought, a language of ac- the surrealist celebrationsof Romantic t T ' ^ !° !'! September (I.e. the 
ceptance but of rejection. It rejects joy which even Orwell throws ouf """!. i? ^ ' ' '^ '^ '^ ' '*'" "'^''^^'' 
half of the population. The stated and there Is the private ecsta ! T r t h ^ " n l l S ' o . ' ^ ^ ' ' " ' - r ' " 
purpose of the author is to put down which was to recur in later book; French I " S ) ^' ' ' " ' ^ '"^ 
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term describe Dissent's 
"international action". Dissent 
Articles illustrating various points 
of view on the N.-W. Cape Base f"., T ' ^ : ) ' oy me Ausxraiian miei- -a3"he"(wiWow cfeanerl'and'DromDtlv 
dispute have been orinted in the lat- '^,S^"^' --ad'caIs is a most praiseworthy Jf he '^ ' "dow cleaner and prom^^^^^ 
solution, as company vice-president flops; 
and his sudden restoration when the 
The production of such a magazine Chairman of the Board learns Finch 
as "Dissent" by the Australian Intel- started up the ladder the same way 
dispute have been printed in the lat 
est (winter 1963) edition of Dissent, 
a radical quarterly. What is most dis-
appointing is the terms in which it is 
discussCid, namely the purely legal and 
emotional. 
For example, there is frequent ref-
erence to "Australian sovereignty . . . 
Australian law . . . Australia's own 
peace-or-war decisions . . . " while to 
Brian Fitzpatrick (in a remarkably 
confused and/or dishonest article) the 
present agreement will make Australia 
"another U.S. satellite" and the N.-
W. Cape "another Guatanamo", 
With the occasional theme of in-
effort. It is hoped that the editor's ' ^ ^ ^ the board over to our hero as 
new Chairman in the spirit of 
Brotherhood of Man". 
plea for wider support, resulting in 
both its continued publication and 
improvement, will be heeded, 
—L. Smith 
the 
the ' " 
"HOW TO SUCCEED ETC." opens 
in Melbourne on August 16, with 
a mainly imported cast. In September 
Sydney sees the Premiere of Learner 
Gr Lowe's "Camelot" so, CBS have 
released the original cast recording 
(SBP233040) featuring J u l i e , 
u . - J • D < -^t. .. Andrews, Richard Burton and Robert 
How to Succeed in Business without ^^^^^^^ ^^out the same time Bris-
Records 
Really Trying". Original Broadway 
Cast Recording — RCA L 101462 
(mono) and FL10H62 (stereo). 
Many years ago Shepherd Mead 
cipient Indonesian imperialism (with contributed to "Playboy" a series 
which Mr. Calwell would too readily which lampooned Dale Carnegie 
agree) we must realize that whatever courses. Frank Loesser and Abe 
the world various sections of the Aus- Burrows of "Guys and Dolls" fame 
tralian Left live in, it is not this one, made a musical play of the series. 
In this Jim Jupp is a partial and A. The hero, J. Peirpont Finch, is first 
Clunies-Ross a notable exception. The seen reading Mead's book while 
latter's attempt to relate the present washing the windows of World Wide 
dispute to wider issues and discuss it Wickets Inc. The plot unfolds as 
in realistic terms is most interesting, our brash, puppy-innocent looking 
Douglas Mendel on Taiwan sketches ^^^° ends up Chairman of the 
the "tragedy" in an accurate manner. Board. Durmg this progress the 
It must surely be now accepted that President's nephew in spite of. many 
a "two-China" policy is the only valid schemes finds himself the window 
one. It is to be hoped that with the washer. 
passing of Chiang some context may All the office dodges are ruth-
be given to the Formosans living in lessly but entertainingly dealt with: 
the "Free World". fhe coffee break, the executive wash-
"Non-Alignment Nonsense" by room, the use (and abuse) of secre-
Peter Samuel contains obvious but too taries by junior executives, the sec-
bane will be seeing Noel Coward's 
"Sail Away" (HMV OCSP 1445). 
About the same time RCA will re-
lease Phil Silvers in the original cast 
recording of Styne's "Do Re M i " . 
Blues Sonata: Charlie Byr^ (guitar), 
Barry Harris (piano), Keter Betts 
(bass). Buddy Depperschmidt 
(drums). 
Riverside (Mono) OCP3009, 
This disc was made in 1961 and 
takes its name from Byrd's own com-
position "Blues Sonata" which occu-
pies side one and which is played on 
an unamplified guitar. Byr,d who 
trained under Segovia tries to marry 
the style of classical guitar playing to 
the swinging music of jazz. The at-
tempt is a near miss but is interesting 
and enjoyable material. The other side 
has straight jazz arrangements of 
standards. Here Byrd's artistry is not 
so outstanding and Riverside's other 
severe criticisms of Nehru's past retaries' dream of marrying the boss guitarist, Wes Montgomery, is the 
foreign policy. " A Canberra Observer" and so on. Mr, Loesser has been a better jazzman. The Union's pressing 
on the Government's bureaucracy prolific writer of good songs and any was perfect, giving a good sound, 
raises some interesting issues regard- new ones from this composer are 
compared with his past efforts: 
"Baby, It's Cold Outside," "Once in 
Love with Amy", " I f I were a Bell", 
"Wonderful Copenhagen" and 
"Standin' on the Corner". The music 
is tuneful but just falls short of the 
ing the changing educational com 
position of its upper echelon. 
John McLaren's "Conformity in 
Education" assumes a rather stereo-
typed critical stance. 
Monk's Dream: The Thelonious Monk 
Quartet. 
CBS (S)BP233026, 
Thelonious Monk has been arouad 
for many years—in the forties he was 
playing bop and went from there to 
. • I n r k 7 . il . j r n V / I the production of unusual chords and 
Other articles contaming material past but is ^^' . ^ "P / ; ' ° ^ ; ° "^^^t of ^ dissonances. Monk, though not 
of interest deal with anti-Semitism m the present music on Broadway. A 
the U.S.S.R. (which quite correctly Secretary-is not a Toy, my Boy" will 
emphasizes encouraging liberal ten- be popular for its bouncy tune and 
dencies among the youth as well as saucy lyrics; " i Believe in You" will 
indenfensible features regarding the become a "standard" and be sung by 
U.S.S.R.'s treatment of Jews) and local vocalists and played by the 
one entitled "Curbing Monopoly" by local dance band; while "Rosemary Alex Hunter. will be the most immediately amus-
ing as it is a funny parody of Bern-
stein's "Mar ia" with snatches of 
... .1 I f i u n T ,-;ii Grieg's A Minor Piano Concerto a 
on the Left, however, Ross Te riM ,^  ^iberace thrown in for hilarious 
The book reviews are all we 
balanced. In common with too many 
overestimates Bevan as a man and 
his contribution to British politics. 
born in New York, lived in Harlem 
from an early age and learnt his jazz 
techniques at such places as Mintons. 
Following the death of the legendary 
jazz saxophonist, Charlie Parker, 
Monk has been regarded as the leader 
on the East Coast jazz scene. The 
Union's CBS ,disc contains only two 
new Monk pieces "Bright Mississippi" 
and "Monks Dream" but is the first 
recording in recent times. The music 
does not sound as weird today, as 
Monk is not so experimental in his effect. 
. Ki I v*/ / J L Robert Morse is the star of show choice of chords and what he does 
Other than Nuclear War (and such ^^^ recording. Morse has been heard use have, through familiarity, become 
occasiona issues as the Greek Royal previously on the RCA record of the less "way-out". All told the disc is 
family) the only ^ssue wj^h which^tlie ^^^^ nj^^^^ ^^ along". Rudy Vallee, another facet of jazz by Monk well 
an idol of the pre-war generation, worth buying for the collection. Left is really concerned is South 
^f^^^^- . returns to lend a hand in two songs. 
Colin Taty ("Liberalism and Com- There is an excellent supporting cast 
munism in South Africa") has no of singers all recorded with good 
trouble in highlighting the absurdity sound and sufficient (but not dis-
of the legal and political arguments tracting) stereo movement to sug-
of Voerwoerd and his supporters. One gest the listener is sitting in front 
naturally has every sympathy with the row centre of the Theatre on Broad-
Left on this issue. But one of the way. The record has all the songs 
most frightening aspects of the of the play save one minor number 
situation is rarely realized. It is with "Yo ho ho". 
the increasing isolation of South jy^^ packaging: The front of the 
Africa, the only voice the whites ^\^^^ ^^^ ^nly the title while the 
hear, is their own r.idiculous rhetoric. ^^^^^ features merely the normal 
This increases the possibility that the ^^^^^ ^^^^^ credits. English Decca 
only solution \yill be found by violent ^^^^^ .^ released the RCA Victor 
•^eans. record of the English cast inserted 
There is evidence that a sane solu- a folder giving outline of the story 
tion, or at least a real improvement and the relation of the songs to the interest is still there. The sound is 
on the situation could still be found, plot. But, when the plot is 2n im- technically perfect and the M.J.Q.s 
With regard to the cost and all too probable one of satirically presented best Australian disc is marred only 
probable final result, the editorial office intrigues leading to the down- by Diahann Carroll's ^meaningless 
acknowledges civil war would be "a fall of our hero, J. Pierpont Finch, trollings in "La Cantrice". 
disaster". Could not, however, such a when the T.V. show he promotes — 
The Comedy: Modern Jazz Quartet, 
Guest Artiste: Dinhann Carroll, 
London-Atlantic (Mono) HAK8046. 
John Lewis has been fascinated by 
Italy's "comedia dell'arte". This led 
to the album "Music for Brass and 
Piano: The Golden Striker" (LTZ-
K15218) on which he led an enlarged 
group. "Golden Striker" was used as 
interval music during the recent 
Engsoc production of "Epitaph for 
George Dillon" at the Avalon. The 
"Comedy" has the M.J.Q. playing four 
pieces from the previous album, plus 
three new ones; Italian inspired. Nat-
urally the tendency to stridency due 
to the brass is gone but the jazz 
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lONESCO 
HUMPHREY MCQUEEN 
The immediate setting for Rhinoceros is 
Paris, mid 1939. The rhinos are the invading 
fascists. It is on the capitulation of France that 
lonesco has built his play. To understand the 
ideas it conveys it is necessary to actualize the 
images employed so that "when you suddenly 
find yourself up against the brutal facts you 
can't help feeling directly concerned." This 
means turning the debate on whether the rhi-
noceroses are Asiatic or African into a debate on 
whether the fascists are German or Italian (or 
even French). It is necessary to root the ideas 
in the concrete in this way or the dream-like 
qualities of the play will permit you to excuse 
yourself from its implications. But it is equally 
important to generalise. Tying the plot to the 
fascists in pre-War France can serve as an excuse 
for not applying it to today. Rhinoceroses can be 
communists, or christians, or modern fascists or 
anybody else who tries to deny man his 
humanity. 
The first rhinoceros is greeted with dis-
interested amusement. Then a cat is killed and a 
discussion begins. The citizens express neither 
annoyance nor fear. They are content to talk. 
They talk so much that instead of fighting their 
common enemy, they quarrel among themselves. 
Next, they ask the logician for help but he merely 
states the problem for them and walks away. 
Then the very existence of the rhinoceros is de-
nied. "Your rhinoceros is a myth," Botard de-
clares. Jean prepares the way for fascism by 
misapplying the arguments of socialism: equality 
and progress. "Are you under the impression 
that our way of life is superior.?" "What's wrong 
with becoming a rhinoceros? I'm all for change." 
Dudard surrenders believing rhinoceritis to be 
only a temporary measure. Daisy is trans-
formed by thinking that "Perhaps we're the ab-
normal ones". Finally, Berenger is tempted, but 
suddenly he remembers and declares: "I'll iight 
the whole lot of them! Fm the last man left, and 
I'm staying that way until the end. I'm not 
capitulating". 
These final words of Berenger's contain 
much that Is recurrent in lonesco. First, the be-
lief in" the ultimate, indestructibility of at least 
• some of .us in spite of apparent weaknesses such 
as drinking. Man, for lonesco as for Camus, 
has been that force which has inevitably denied 
Gods and destroyed dictators. Second, the denial 
of logical necessity. To hold out when everyone 
else has given in is the height of unreasonableness 
yet this is precisely what Berenger does and it is 
this that lonesco expects of us all. Third, salva-
tion is not to be found in political activity. 
Botard, the communist, is unable to cope with 
the situation. It is the very application of his 
"infallible system of interpretation" that makes 
his last human words "we must move with the 
times". Such was the logic of his dialectic. 
Berenger, on the other hand, is apoHtic when 
the invasion begins. He might even be considered 
anti-social. But it is he who fights on. When all 
that is required in order to become a rhinoceros 
is 'to think', Berenger's intial- unconcern is his 
saving. Not having his mind confused by-jargon 
and double-talk he sees straight away what is 
happening. As the politically wise capitulate, 
the innocent Berenger begins to see what he 
must do. He knows nothing more than that he is 
a man. So he must stand alone, without hope 
without assistance and without reason because 
to do otherwise would be to become a rhinoceros. 
The future lies with the socially conscious 
but uncommitted. If degeneration requires noth-
ing more than a 'change of mind' progress must 
demand at least as much. Governments may 
change but unless there is a general change in 
the attitudes of the people, nothing new or worth-
while can take place. Such is the lesson of 
Rhinoceros. 
David Clendenning's production suffered on 
two accounts. First, there were the unavoidable 
factors such as the withdrawal of the leading-man 
and the fire. Second, there was the unfortunate 
tendency to interpret to play at its lowest level 
by chasing easy laughs. Many lines and situa-
tions are very amusing, but lonesco Is not simply 
concerned to make people laugh. If he were he'd 
be writing T.V. scripts and not plays. The jokes 
are to maintain audience interest in, not to dis-
tract from, the ideas expressed. Playing Rhinoc-
eros as a comedy with a moral will naturally 
make most of Act Three unbearably trite. Having 
whisked the audience through two acts of light-
hearted farce, Act Three presented itself as al-
most a different play. The way to speed up Act 
Three is not to have Dudard gallop through his 
lines a hundred to the dozen. It is to engage 
the audience intellectually, for Act Three con-
tains the electrifying storm of our age. lonesco 
presents the choice between Individualism and 
conformity in a compellingly brutal manner. It is 
too late to spring all this on the audience when 
the curtain rises on Berenger's bedroom. They 
must be prepared for it from the opening scenes. 
This may mean losing a few laughs in the first 
two acts, but surely this is preferable to losing 
one's entire audience in the third. 
The nature of Jean's metamorphosis was in-
congruous in the naturalistic setting that had 
been carefully constructed right down to the last 
drop of brandy. At no stage did the horn make 
his transformation more convincing. If the pol-
itical comment is denied, then Jean must turn 
into a Rhinoceros, complete with a horn or two. 
And this feat, as the performance has once more 
shown, is rarely convincing. But if what Is made 
important are the changes in people's attitudes, 
these can be indicated quite adequately by voice 
and stance. More important still, what, is being 
said begins to matter a great deal. Every line 
takes on vital significance as the characters con-
vince themselves that they must renounce their 
humanity in order to exist. Occasionally the 
words demanded the statement of their internal 
logic and the full force of their violence broke 
through as with "It's not that I hate people. 
I'm just indifferent to them—or rather, they 
disgust me". 
Producing and' taking the lead is not a 
combination that Mr. ClehdennIng would nor-
mally approve of. I cannot believe that if he 
had been able to view his scene with Dudard 
from the vantage point of a producer's chair 
instead of through the eyes of another actor, 
Act Three would have been played the way it 
was. The amount of work that fell to him and 
the vigour with which He carried out his exact-, 
ing and exhausting role warrant our thanks and 
praise without measure. The pity of it is that 
general circumstances were not more fortuitous, 
tuitous. 
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With so many people to praise eulogisms 
like 'excellent' and 'brilliant' quickly become 
synonomous with old standbys like 'adequate' 
and 'competent'. In almost every case the acting 
was beyond reproach. Everyone similated their 
parts with a conipetcnce infrequent among young 
amateurs. Deserving of special mention are Rus-
sell Dalton as Mr. Papillon and David Robin as 
Botard. Robbie Loughnan, Jill Cruden, Marg. 
Huxham and Ian Heap all displayed natural 
talent well produced. A little more care with 
their lines would not have done a couple of the 
cast any harm. Accents are always helpful In 
constructing character but are disastrous when 
allowed to falter. Consistency of accent and man-
nerism is just.as important as diction. For the 
reasons stated above concerning the production 
of Act Three I think it unfair to comment on 
David Glenn's Dudard. 
Shane Porteous Is to be warmly congratu-
lated on the convincing setting for Act One. 
Equally so for the drabness in .Acts Two and 
Three. Sets at Dramatic Society productions 
have all too often been reminiscent of a dentist's 
waiting room. Every encouragement, not exclud-
ing money, must be given to X4r. Porteous for 
future productions. Noel Karplnner's lighting 
was, as always, the result of a labour of love. 
Doug. Anders did a more than creditable job 
with make-up. Michael Morrow was one of his 
most noteworthy transformations. 
— THE CAST — 
The Grocer's Wife, Robbie Loughnan; The Housewife, Jill 
Cruden; Jean, Shane Porteous; Berenger, David Clendinning; The 
Waitress, Jenny Pooley; The Grocer, Lawrie Herron; The Old 
Gentleman, Ian Heap; The Logician, Ron Verburgt; The Cafe 
Proprietor, Michael Morrow; Daisy, Jane Harders; Mr. Papillon, 
Russell Dalton; Dudard, David Glenn; Botard,- David Robin; Mrs. 
Boeuf, Marg Huxham; A Fireman, David Glasgow; The Little Old 
Man, Lawrie Herron; The Little Old Man's Wife, Robbie 
Loughnan. 
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DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS are available for all 
Students and Staff on V.W. dual-control cars, at 
£1 full hour tuition. All Brisbane suburbs catered 
for; outer suburbs minimum two hours. 
Mr. Rogerson, Principal Overland Driving School, 
was Driving Test Examiner, Traffic Department, 
Kenya Police, and Principal of Rogerson's School 
of Driving, Nairobi, Kenya, East Africa, and Chief 
Driving Instructor, Army School of Driving, 
E.A.A.S.C, Kenya. 
THE HOUSE OF ORIENTAL ART 
NEW CENTURY TRADING CO. 
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F o u r P l a . V S ^^ ^^ ^ produced a better play,—a proper concert. The E flat of OP.27 sounded 
•••<* J ^ development . of the original theme as the composer intended a "fan-
COLIN C. B I R D should have been the aim of the author; tasia"—while the A major sonata 
Mr. Anders' course in self-discipline does contained a powerful rendition of 
Patsy Donovan's brilliant interprcta- " ° ^ ^"^ f'^ ^^ '. ^ ^^  "^"^^ ^uard himself the fugue in the finale 
tion of Maurya in Synge's 'Riders to ^S^'"?, ''^'^'- '^ Pf^^P^ ^'^ 1"°^ '^  b.'^^' P'^esentation of one composer pro-
thc Sea' was all that frustrated the ^}'^ "^ ^^ "'^ ^^  ^'''^}^/^,'' •'"' H^'"' T 9^^"^"?'^ '^  ^'^^y^ ' 3 " " ^ ^ ^ ^ 
hamness which is the much-deserved the now outmoded device of pseudo procedure, and this attempt was 
fate of both Syngc and thc Ireland he P^ '^'°soP>"^ ^ J^-'go" '" theatre, for foiled by the inclusion of h s obscure 
preaches. One was almost persuaded f>=«"iplc s"ch lines as there is no end G minor Fantasy, [ jr most of the 
to believe that a coffin of white boards h ' - " ' - "-^ " "? '''^•"'""^ "l'"^ "° ?" J^u'^ • ^^  ^°Jt ^ . ^ .1 
ind a 'dcen Pravc surelv' mleht bcgmnu^g because there 5S no end . . . first hearing of the work, and al-
"ally be aTfha tTman ' c 7 a s k r t t ^ 1 - - is nothing'. ^ ^ ^ t f T " ^ t ^ ' . l ^ s h o ' u l f be 
this persuasion was not complete Avas a ft is understandable then that such ['"' 1^,",,^°''^""'^^,. ^" t , ^^ 
fault of Syngc and not of Miss Bono- a script presented considerable difficul- "opetui that it was their last, 
van. In her every word and gesture was ties to those playing key roles. The Perhaps for this reason, Brendel's 
realise thc essence of distraught frailty, weight of thc play rested upon the playing of the "Appassionata" could 
and her total command of the emotions shoulders of Roslyn O'Sullivan, thc sound little more than adequate to 
of thc audience was such that we might self-appointed herald of the new era, its stature. Two encores, also by 
feel adequately compensated for what who awaits the future with a philoso- Beethoven, concluded the concert, 
was initially an unfortunate choice of phic resignation. Hers was a most The A.B.C.'s programming of their 
play. unusually difficult role, weaving in Youth Concerts has long been sus-
Overshadowed by Miss Donovan's ''i"^ "^'^  °^ '^^ ^ " 1 ^ " ^ opposing atti- pect, but lately it has become a 
performance, the secondar>' characters, ^^^^f of the rest of thc cast. In her matter for concern rather Ihdn 
were never at any stage more than vascillations _ between moments of avoidance or disregard. Either they 
accessories called to fill the gaps in ^'^°''" ^"'^  indifference she success- are not fully aware of their respon-
dialoguc and scenery. Inexperienced ^^ ^^ ^ demonstrated a distaste of thc sibilities to younger subscribers, or 
as they were, it seems not unreasonable '"'''">' savageries of the pre-shcltcr they are indifferent to the opportun-
to suggest that these characters prob- '^^''Idj symbolised in her companions, ities these concerts create, 
ably suffered from an unfortunate lack J^  '^^ '^ ^ O'Sullivan did not give a per- ^^ Brendel's performance of the 
of sufficient direction, resultant from ^^ '^ ^^  performance she at least demon- Emperor Concerto was their only 
Miss Donovan's dual role as actress p^^}^^ t"^^ coward-ness was not her justifiable excuse for holding the 
and producer. Perhaps thc only char- ^""'t' fifth Concert in the series. Complete 
acter to whom these remarks might not The same comment might be made control was the key to his achiev-
bc directed in full was Lawry Herron, of Albert Collier who was at least as ment for it was successful in every 
whose brief appearance as Bartley pro- good a christian as he was a pugilist. way. Noteworthy was the sensible 
vided a minor contrast to the black- y^j^ j^ j,^  ^^^ ,^^ ^^ ^^ ]j ^^ ^ parameter, ^^"^P^ ^^ ^^^^^ l°'^^^„ 'f,* "^^v^" 
shawlcd atmosphere. ^^^j , individual actor effected an in- m e n t - o n e at which all the notes 
On thc lighter side of thc programme, dividual mood. Margaret Parker with '^°^^° °^ P'^ ^®*^  "^*^  "^^'•^• 
tlic two comic-farccs of Giekhov and her lively and perfected grating attitude, Those wishing to hear Brendel in 
Brecht were generally well received, „-l,ich persisted unchanging against thc a more virtuosic vein than that af-
and alihough no acting was necessary, pressures of other moods provided a forded by Beethoven, may do so on 
(or forthcoming), in the Brecht, thc perfect contrast to the inoffensive old his return to Brisbane for concerts 
Chekhov presentation revealed some gentleman, Max Cornwall, whose on 23rd and 24th August, when he 
interesting acting potential for future genuine content in servility was never is scheduled to play Lizst's second 
productions. Ian Lincoln, as the father, in doubt. piano concerto, 
handled his role with ease and one ,-, i T^  i -i , . 
felt that it was only the tempo of the S^'''"'^ laylor spoilt an otherwise _ G . Glynn 
production as a whole which held him ^opd performance by allowing her inter-
back from an even better performance. "}'^^^"^ conversation to produce too 
Ron Southcott and Helen Dawe as the ^^^^^^ .^ ^'^'''.^f °[ «"i^"?^ fr?'^ ,the 
happy couple to be gave us an incon- ^"''^ °^ f f '^^  with which she had L e t t e r t O 
sistcnt performance of their troubled ^^  successfully surrounded herself, Tlie x j c i i c i iv^ 
courtship. Only in the central section two servants of the new realm callously j - U p F H l t o r 
did thev maintain consistent tempo 7.'°'''^ ^ '^^  ^^ ^^  P"?^<^ atmosphere of the « - " ^ I ^ U I L U I 
which is always so necessary for farce, f'^ st scene. With an unfortunate re- ^ .^ , c .. . 
With time as the enemy, however, the semblance to W, A, Flick and Son, Sir—On the 15th January 195 , 
overall production was well handled ^^^y completely ruined all that had the Courier Mail published the fol-
and Ros Anderson and Richard Chiv- p n e ^^ efore, and it v^as only the lowing article under the headline 
crrcll can feel satisfied with their beautiful movements of Julie McGhie Few Enlist in Varsity Unit :— 
efforts. Time of course seems to be a Pcr/ormmg her Ape and Essence" rites „o^^„^„^^ , ^ * *L„ n 
more particular enemy of University "'^ '^^ '^  '"^^'"^ °»'- IPJ""-^ ^ ^^'^^f^'' i « / i i ^ „ w - D^  *!" *° I ^ " T V 
produciions and we can be pressed too ^^ "^^  r^""'"S our earlier mood and so" f id Un-vers.ty Regiment was bad, 
far in making allowances of this •'estonng some unity to the production. J e Commanding Officer Lieut-
mf„,„ " T-i .1 f I • r . Colonel A. S. Gehrmann) said last 
,'"''' , , , T^ l^ ^ """f^'"' i a p ay is not often its night. The strength was more than 
'Roar of Silence' written and pijp- best producer but this production was ]00, but there were more than 600 
duccd by Doug. Anders made drama "ot to be condemned on that basis. af the University who were eligible. 
a useful vehicle for a bizarre philosophy (in Adelaide on Saturday, Mr. Jus-
which suggests a source in a fertile if Hce Ligertwood asked students at 
morbid mind. The establishment of an the annual congress of N.U.A.U.S. 
interesting naturalistic theme in the l>**r^*% Ar^l "*° *'<> ^ *"'* of self examination" as 
early moments of the play is quite O r e n u e i to why they had not enlisted in the 
promising, and it is to say the least, fighting services. A three months' 
unfortunate that this thenje is eyentu- („ his two Brisbane appearances, IPP^^' '*^  Adelaide had resulted in 
ally neglected simply because Mr. j^^f^^^ grendel has shown himself to " men joining the University Squad-
d ? e r r o f ' t h e r " l d e r ''' ^ "^^ ^^ "^^  ^^ an-admirable pianist rather than - ^ - , ,? |oi"^"9 »He University 
,,„ , , . , an exciting one> On both occasions, •^•=9""*="'' 
With scope that his chosen subject a City Hall recital and a Youth Con- if m i R<.hrm.nn !,,,«>.« +hn . « . 
offers, the author is able to wallow in cert he played nothinq but Beet ? Gehrmann knew the cor-
almost unlimited speculation; if how- Uoven responding figures for 1963, he 
ever thc author is intent on present- TI. . . . r ^ ° " ' ^ ^'^''^^^ ' ^ °^" ^° '^'^ bootlaces, 
ing us with more than one interprcta- ^ ' ' ' ' ""^^ unfortunate for in The total number of men who en-
tion, then he must do so by writing recordings and broadcasts he is rolled as mternal students at U. of 
more than one play. A good author '^"°wn as a pianist of much greater Q- this y e a r ' s 6,403 (2 713 part 
must learn to sacrifice good ideas if comprehensiveness, and J n more sfjlnoth of O U R w . . J . fd^^^^^ 
they arc superfluous, and Mr. Anders varied programmes he could have dis- of^j^ers 30, Warrant Officers St^ff 
It would seem, has not yet acquired played his fme control of dynamics Sergeants and Sgts. 34, Corporals and 
this self-discipline. The resultant and rhythm to better advantage. L. Cpis 54, Privates 71—total 189. 
counterpoint of themes, solicits only The" first half of his recital was fhV'frSher^inTakf at^^thVlea^ 
confusion and disappointment, undoubt- given to two sonatas, and these pro- learning was (approx.) 1,200 full 
cdly a more selective attitude would vided the most pleasing part of the time and 700 part time Internal. 
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Since 1951, then, there has been "• 
a tenfold increase in those "eligible", 
yet the strength of the Regiment has 
not doubled! Why? 
After having been disbanded in 
1939, the "University Rifles" (as it 
was then known) was reformed as A 
Company Q.U.R, under the admin-
- istrative control of 9 Infantry Bat-
talion (C.M.F.), arvl consisted 
Initially of 4 officers and 28 recruits. 
It achieved Unit status in June 1950, 
with Lt.-Col. Gehrmann as CO., and 
In May 1951 had a strength of 140 
(all volunteers). This increased to 
almost 500 in May, 1953, over 300 
of whom were volunteers, and in 
February 1958 there were 30 officers 
and 436 men. With the abolition of 
National Service training in 1960, 
the Regiment was able to concen-
trate on its programme of training 
officers for the C.M.F. units through-
out this Command, and this transfor-
mation was heralded with much 
optimism. Since that time, however, 
only 30 Q.U.R, men have obtained 
their commissions. If we can com-
mission on the average only ten 
officers a year, we must surely be 
failing to produce the leaders the 
nation expects from its Universities. 
There are no doubt many reasons 
for this student apathy (1 hate to 
use the expression, but it fits) to-
wards their Regiment. Admittedly, 
the training programme is tight and 
necessarily demanding on time; for 
example, in first and second terms 
this year there are altogether 11 
obligatory and 6 voluntary parades, 
and in addition the 14-day annual 
camp in the May vacation. But if a 
good type of officer is to be turned 
out after only three years, how can 
this time possibly be reduced? If the 
knowledge required could be pre-
sented to trainees in printed form, 
this time would be more than ade-
quate; but a great deal of what an 
officer must know can be learned 
only by experience, The fact remains, 
however, that time is one of a Uni-
versity student's most valuable com-
modities, but of the limited leisure 
time available, how many spend it 
profitably or constructively? A small 
minority play competitive sport (out-
door); other clubs and societies ab-
sorb a lot more, but there must re-
main a significant proportion whose 
" * extra-curricular activities amount to 
nothing. Are these people being fair, 
above all, to themselves? Are they 
content to be mute, lifeless lumps on 
the assembly line of a degree factory? 
If the number of students driving 
cars is any indication, the average 
student of today is not as "hard up" 
as his^ fellow of a few years ago. 
This could be one of the factors—he 
doesn't need the money that the 
Army offers. It is quite probable 
that we would not have a Regiment 
. if its members were not paid for 
• * their efforts, but as one Sergeant has 
said, " I joined for the money, but 
now I'd go even if we weren't paid". 
The following is an extract from 
•Semper Floreat, July 1 , 1949. Per-
haps it still applies today. 
"The establishment of the Regi-
ment is something more than a mere 
milestone in history. It demands a 
clear and firm answer to a question— 
is the brain of the student a mech-
anical gear box of a self-centred 
robot, or is it a live resilient organ-
ism aware of and responsive to the 
threat of world politics to our ex-
istence? '^ B,ig. (later Maj-Gen.) 
, Alan B. Steele, O.B.E. 
Comd. 7 Inf. Bde. 
R. HARDAKER (Sgt., Q.U.R) 
^ A ^ T v : - . •:•!•; •;•-•.• ^ IS& _ 
You get the service 
you want at 
the Commonwealth Banks 
Take housing. 
The Commonwealth Savings Bank is lending 
£4 million a month for the purchase or building 
of homes. 
And that's not the whole story. This Bank is 
lending money for new homes at 4| per cent 
per annum. 
The Commonwealth Savings Bank naturally 
gives preference to its customers. But If you're 
planning a home and are not a customer, have 
a talkto the nearest "Commonwealth" Manager 
first. 
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ELECTION RESULTS 
Executive 
PRESIDENT 
MURPHY, Barry K. 
"*VICE-PRESIDENT 
KILLER, Graeme Thomas 
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•"HONORARY SECRETARY 
MACLEOD, Robert John 
HON. TREASURER 
JEFFERY, Robert James 
Vice-Presidents 
*ST. LUCIA, DAY 
WARD, Bruce 
*ST. LUCIA, EVEN. 
MERSON, David Tom 
* HERSTON V. P. 
WEEDON, David 
Faculty Representatives 
1 AGRICULTURE 
DALY, Penis Michael 
1 ARCHITECTURE 
KERSHAW, John Miles 
1 COMMERCE, DAY 
DUUS, Ross Andrew 
3 COMMERCE, EVEN. 
LOVEJOY, Frances Hewlett 
BRICE, Mark Edwin 
FERGUSON, James 
1*DENTISTRY 
JAMES, Robert 
1*EDUCATI0N, DAY 
VALADIAN, Margaret 
3 ENGINEERING 
FENWICK, John Michael 
SMITH, Godfrey Franklyn Artois 
CRANLEY, Brian Clement 
l *LAW 
GERAGHTY, John Malcolm 
4 MEDICINE 
ARMSTRONG, John Graeme 
BOLGER, James Joseph 
MULHOLUND, Peter John 
WARD, Rodney Thomas 
I*PHYSIOTHERAPY 
JENNINGS, Geraldine 
4 SCIENCE DAY 
BENNETT, John Maynard 
BARRY,,Anthony Broughton 
SKINNER, Marilyn Ann 
WILLIAMS, Yolande Norma 
*TURBOT ST. V. P. 
HINCKLEY, Roy Alexander 
3 ARTS, DAY 
HOWELLS, Robin Jonathan 
WILLIAMS, Glen Leslie 
WOODGATE, Roger William 
4*ARTS. EVENING 
LINDSAY-SMITH, Lionel 
2*SCIENCE, EVEN. 
MACDERMOTT, Michael John 
I*VETERINARY SC. 
BARNETT, Gordon Sidney 
CHESS PROBLEM 
The Two Masters 
One of them we are quite familiar 
with, he was Jose Raoul Capablanca, 
the other one was G. Hagenlocher, 
world billiards champion in 1922 an,d 
performing at the Monte Carlo Casino 
at the time; and when Capablanca, 
fresh from his triumph at the great 
London Tournament happened to pass 
through, a double-match was arrang-
ed. Receiving 75 points Capa (no 
mean cueist at his best) was to play 
the champ a hundred up, whereupon, 
switching to the chess table, he was 
to concede the odds of QR. 
With an early break of 22 Capa 
got to 97, but then the champ got 
cracking and chalke,d up 98 when he 
just missed a cannon, leaving his op-
ponent a foolproof position for potting 
the red and thereby winning the first 
stage of the match; he won the sec-
ond one like this. 
1) e4, e5; 2) Ktc3, Bc5: 3) f4, ef:; 4) 
d4, Bb4; 5) Bf4:; Bc3:; 6) be:; d5; 7) 
e5, Be6; 8) Bd3, Kte7; 9) Bg5, h6; 10) 
Bh4. 0-0; 11) Qh5, c6; 12) Ktf3. Qd7; 13) 
h3. Ktf5; 14) g4! [A fiendish trap]. g6? [He's swallowed the bait, but which chess-
player, let alone billiards player, would 
resist the temptation of grabbing a master's 
Queen?]; 15) gf:;!. gh:; 16) Rglf. Kh8; 
17) Bf6t, Kh7; 18) fe;tt. 
Speaking of traps grandmaster Elis-
kases had something interesting to 
say (and to show) when recently 
Interviewed on the subject by 
"Deutsche Schachzeitung". Black 
against Engels at Porto Alegre 1948, 
he had reached this dismal position. 
/ 1 r 1 r3k / 2qbbppp / p i ktppkt2 / 1 p6 
/ 4PP?. / PKtKtlBBQl / 1PP3PP / 
3RIR1K/ . 
17)e5l Ktg8 [practically forced]; 18) 
ed.-; Bdl:; \ l l \ \ k Be7; % Ktbc5 .RaS; 
21) Ktg5!, Bg5 [Lesser evil]; 22) Qg5? [Eliskases thinks that by fg: his opponent 
could have secured a won ending], Ktf6; 
23) Ktd7:; Rd7:; 24) Rd7:: Qd7:; 25) 
Rdl, Qe8; 26) Bd4. Ktd4: 'It was prac-
tically forced,' says Eliskases; 'and when I 
made the move I tried to look like a man 
giving up the exchange in desperation. 
What i was really afraid of was 27.) Rp4:; 
but lo and behold he leaned forward to 
grab the Rook; and when, like a shot, I 
played . . . Ktf5 he leaned back brooding 
for minutes on end. Where indeed was that 
Queen to go to after . . . h6. So, after 28) 
Bc6. QcSl; 29) Bb7. Qb8! he sadly 
resigned,' . „ , 
And here (Eliskases-Behrensen, 
Buenos Aires 1960) a trap that didn't 
quite come off. After an uphill 
struggle to improve an inferior posi-
tion White had reached this one on 
adjournment. / 6bl / q3k2p / Splppi 
/ 4 p 3 / 2 P l P 2 P / 5 P P l /3QB1K1 / 8 / . 
41) g4. Bf7; 42) Qh6, Qa2; 43) Kf l . 
Bc4:; 44) Qh7t. Bf7; 45)^h5. gh:; 46) 
gh: Qblt: 47) Kf2, d5: _48) h6 [Here 
White offered a draw which, after a fairly 
long think. Black refused], d4, 49) Qg7. 
Oc2 i . . d3, instead, would inevitably 
force a perpetual]; 50) h7, d3; 51) hSa: 
Q. Qe2t; 52) Kg3, Qelf. 'Here,' quoth 
Eliskases, 'I was wondering if my opponent 
had taken leave of his senses. Refusing a 
draw, allowing me a new Queen and now 
even allowing me to escape perpetual via 
g4, f5! What was he up to? Then I realised 
that 53) Kg4 would lead to . • • QgU: 
54) Kf5, Qg6t!!: 55) Qg6:, Be6tt. So 1 
kept my King on the second row where-
upon, after 53) . . . Qe2t; 54) Kg3. 
Qelt; 55) Kg2 Behrensen smiled and 
conceded the draw.' 
The 4-pointer for beginners Is a 
game position in which White, by 
Rc7, thought to have victory in sight. 
How was he disillusioned, forced to 
resign after a couple of moves? In B 
(for 6 ladder-points) White forces 
the draw by throwing away most of 
his bits and pieces. C (for 7) Is a 
win, even though Black reduces White 
to 2 Kts. 
B: V. A. Korolkov 1962: / 4k2K / 
8/3Ppp2/6P1/1 K t 6 / 8 / R 7 / 6 q l / . 
C: V. A. KorolkoY & L. Mitrovanov 
1961: 8 / 7b /4B3 /3K t2p l / 2k t lP3 /8 
/2Pp4/5KKtk/ . 
WANTED—^Adventurous persons to 
join economy safari through Africa, 
about late 1964. Duration of trip, 
less than one year. Cost APPROX-
IMATELY £500. Write occupation, 
interests to R. J. HALLAM, 9 Chuter 
Avenue, Southport. 
HOLIDAY In Sydney this vacation— 
Roomy flat, suit 2, for 3 weeks, 3rd 
to 24th August. 10 mins. from city. 
Only 7 gns. a week. Write NOW to 
MISS SUE TEAN, 1 Whaling Road, 
North Sydney, N.S.W. 
ATTENTION - all Students! French 
Tuition, Oral and Written. For In-
formation, ring 7 1307, 7 6804. 
Groups of 4 or single tuition. 
NEW NEW NEW — NEW — NEW 
SERVICE A M O C O EFF IC IENCY 
KEN PORTER'S DRIVEWAY 
CNR. BRISBANE AND BENSON STREETS, ST. LUCIA 
offers 
A new world of services fo the Universify motorists 
PETROL — OILS — LUBRICATIONS — TYRES — RADIOS 
SAVE ON L A B O U R COSTS 
Phone 7 6059 
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